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Abstract 

The dynamics of protein structures are essential for cellular processes but are difficult to 

monitor by existing technologies. Crosslinking mass spectrometry (CLMS) can provide 

residue-resolution distance restraints, which may in principle be quantified to obtain unique 

insights into the structural flexibility of proteins. However, quantitative crosslinking mass 

spectrometry (QCLMS) needs to be established as a reproducible method before it can 

develop into a method of choice for studying protein dynamics. This requires the establishment 

and assessment of experimental workflows. My contributions to the development of QCLMS 

are presented in this cumulative thesis as four manuscripts:  

(1) To assess the reproducibility of crosslinking data I first adapted the quantitation software 

Skyline, which required reformatting crosslinked peptides as linear peptides. Using 

bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate (BS3)-crosslinked human serum albumin (HSA), I found 

QCLMS to have a similar reproducibility as general quantitative proteomics. However, in 

this workflow, quantitation was only possible on precursor level and matching quantitative 

crosslinked peptide information to residue pair information is error-prone. (Müller et al. J. 

Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 2017) 

(2) To further improve crosslink quantitation and simplify data processing, I switched to data-

independent acquisition (DIA) and Spectronaut, as a leading DIA processing software. The 

DIA-QCLMS workflow improved the reproducibility of QCLMS, as was assessed using a 

mixture of seven BS3-crosslinked proteins, and tolerated even very high sample complexity 

such as E. coli cell lysate as matrix. (Müller et al. Mol. Cell. Proteomics 2019) 

(3) In combination with the photoactivatable crosslinker sulfosuccinimidyl 4,4’-azipentanoate 

(sulfo-SDA), the workflow was then extended to study conformational changes caused by 

environmental influences, that otherwise affect crosslink reaction activity. The photo-DIA-

QCLMS workflow was used to study pH-induced conformation changes in HSA and 

cytochrome C as model systems and significantly widens the scope of potential scientific 

applications in quantitative crosslinking. (Müller et al. Anal. Chem. 2019) 

(4) To make my developments of QCLMS accessible to a broad scientific user base, I 

prepared a detailed protocol. (Müller et al. submitted) 

In conclusion, through these developments and applications I have made substantial steps 

towards the implementation of QCLMS as a routine technology for the analysis of 

conformational dynamics of proteins and their complexes. Future technical developments in 

data analysis and detection of crosslinks may allow scaling this towards studying dynamic 

processes in more complex samples including organelles and whole cells.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Die Dynamik von Proteinstrukturen ist für zelluläre Prozesse von wesentlicher Bedeutung, 

lässt sich jedoch mit vorhanden Technologien nur schwer erfassen. Crosslinking 

Massenspektrometrie (CLMS) liefert Distanz Informationen innerhalb eines Proteins auf 

Aminosäuren Ebene. Durch zusätzliche quantitative Experimente erhält man einen 

einzigartigen Blick in die strukturelle Flexibilität von Proteinen. Die quantitative crosslinking 

Massenspektrometrie (QCLMS) muss jedoch als reproduzierbare und nützliche Methode erst 

etabliert werden. Mein Beitrag zu diesem Thema wird in dieser kumulativen Doktorarbeit in 

vier Manuskripten vorgestellt: 

(1) Um die Reproduzierbarkeit von crosslinking Daten beurteilen zu können, habe ich 

zunächst die prozessierung der peptide Daten an die Quantifizierungs-Software 

Skyline angepasst. Unter Verwendung von Bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberat (BS3) 

vernetztem Human Serum Albumin (HSA) stellte ich fest, dass QCLMS eine ähnliche 

Reproduzierbarkeit aufweist wie die allgemeine quantitative Proteomik. In diesem 

Arbeitsablauf war die Quantifizierung jedoch nur auf MS1-Ebene möglich, und die 

Zuordnung der quantitativen Informationen von vernetzten Peptiden zu nicht 

redundanten Peptid Paaren war fehleranfällig. (Müller et al. J. Am. Soc. Mass 

Spectrom. 2017) 

(2) Um die Quantifizierung der crosslinking Daten weiter zu verbessern und die 

Datenverarbeitung zu vereinfachen, habe ich sowohl data independent-acquisition 

(DIA) als auch Spectronaut, eine führende DIA-Verarbeitungssoftware, für den neuen 

Arbeitsablauf verwendet. Der DIA-QCLMS-Workflow verbesserte die 

Reproduzierbarkeit von QCLMS, was anhand eines Gemisches aus sieben BS3-

vernetzten Proteinen beurteilt wurde, und tolerierte auch komplexe Proben mit E. coli 

Zelllysat als Matrix. (Müller et al. Mol. Cell. Proteomics 2019) 

(3) In Kombination mit dem photoaktiven Crosslinker Sulfosuccinimidyl 4,4’-azipentanoate 

(sulfo-SDA) wurde der Arbeitsablauf erweitert um Konformationsänderungen von 

Proteinen durch wechselnde Umweltbedingungen untersuchen zu können. Der 

(photo)-DIA-QCLMS Arbeitsablauf wurde verwendet um pH induzierte 

Konformationsänderungen der Modellsysteme HSA und Cytochrome C zu 

untersuchen. (Müller et al. Anal. Chem. 2019) 

(4) Um die Entwicklungen in QCLMS einer breiten wissenschaftlichen Gemeinschaft 

zugänglich zu machen, habe ich ein detailliertes Protokoll erstellt. (Müller et al. Journal 

of Proteomics SI: Structural Proteomics 2019 submitted) 

Zusammenfassend ist festzuhalten, dass ich durch diese Weiterentwicklungen und 

Anwendungen wesentliche Schritte zur Implementierung von QCLMS als Standard 
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Technologie zur Analyse dynamischer Konformationsänderungen von Proteinen und ihren 

Komplexen unternommen habe. Zukünftige technische Entwicklungen bei der Datenanalyse 

und beim Nachweis von Crosslinks könnten die Untersuchungen dynamische Prozesse in 

komplexeren Proben, einschließlich Organellen und ganzen Zellen, ermöglichen. 
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Abbreviations 

BS3 - bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate 

CL - cross-linking 

CLMS - cross-linking/mass spectrometry 

CV - coefficient of variation 

DDA - data-dependent acquisition 

DIA - data-independent acquisition 

HSA - human serum albumin 

LC-MS - liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 

LFQ - label-free quantitation 

PRM - parallel reaction monitoring 

PSM - peptide spectrum matches 

QCLMS - quantitative cross-linking/mass spectrometry 

SCX - strong cation exchange chromatography 

SDA - succinimidyl 4,4’-azipentanoate 

SEC - size exclusion chromatography 

SRM/MRM - selected reaction monitoring/multiple reaction monitoring 

URPs - unique residue pairs 
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Introduction 

Proteins are essential components of all cellular processes, contributing to the molecular 

foundation of life through their ability to change their structure and utilise chemical energy to 

conduct work. Consequently, elucidating protein structures and their dynamics is important to 

understand vital cellular functions. 3D structure information of proteins in the form of distance 

restraints can be revealed by crosslinking mass spectrometry (here abbreviated as CLMS, but 

also referred to as CL–MS, XL–MS, CX–MS or CXMS) as an addition to other orthogonal 

technologies1–5. In recent years, CLMS has developed into a robust technology through 

breakthroughs in method development6. The crosslinking community focuses on expanding 

the toolbox of CLMS towards more information on protein structure, protein-complex topology, 

quantification of conformational states and protein–protein interactions (PPIs) on a system-

wide scale5,7,8. 

Proximity in native protein structures can be identified by forming covalent bonds between 

amino acid residues using a crosslinker. Crosslinkers comprise reactive end groups and a 

spacer region of known length. The reactive end group dictates which amino acid residues 

can react with the crosslinker and be observed in CLMS. After the crosslinking reaction, the 

spacer region remains, and the crosslinked peptides can be analysed to obtain crosslink 

distance restraints. Commonly, soluble crosslinkers are used to perform the crosslink reaction, 

targeting surface residues. Additionally, photo-activatable crosslinkers (diazirines or 

benzophenones) can be used to decrease the reaction time of a crosslinker from seconds 

(amine-reactive NHS esters) to micro- or milliseconds9. Alternatively to soluble crosslinking 

chemistry, photo-activatable amino acids (photo-methionine, photo-leucine)10 can be globally 

incorporated during translation to get insights of protein interior and hydrophobic patches. The 

large number of crosslinking reagents with different functional groups and spacer lengths (from 

“zero-length” up to 20 Å) allows to probe a protein system under different reaction conditions 

and different scales. Given that each crosslinking reagent contains a defined spacer length, 

the resulting distance restraints can be used for various applications, ranging from building 

protein-protein interaction networks to structure validation and integrative modeling4,11–15 and 

structure prediction14,16–18.

 

In a CLMS experiment proteins are crosslinked, enzymatically digested, enriched (if 

necessary) using strong cation exchange (SCX)12 or size exclusion chromatography (SEC)19, 

separated and identified via liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) 

combined with database searching. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/M4zf+cXJV+O60W+NVcf+DwCO
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/r3NRk
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/lEU8+DwCO+C3yI
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/lEU8+DwCO+C3yI
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/JemK
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/6qin
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/Fp6l+2qtm+OiD3+R8GB+0thO+NVcf
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/hlse+5Ic4+R8GB+vCps
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/hlse+5Ic4+R8GB+vCps
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/2qtm
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/bK9H
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While it is commonly accepted that a protein's 3D structure dictates its function, these 

structures are dynamic and can change20,21. These dynamics can be obtained by quantitative 

crosslinking mass spectrometry (QCLMS, also abbreviated as QXL-MS, qCX-MS or qXL-MS). 

Adding not only qualitative but also quantitative information to protein systems is an obvious 

next step in CLMS. In recent years, QCLMS benefited from intense effort to develop stable 

workflows, software tools6 to analyse quantitative crosslinking data and has already been 

applied to a variety of application cases22 like changing protein states including activation23, 

regulation of enzyme activity24–26 and of protein networks27–30, protein-protein interactions31,32, 

maturation of complexes33 and interactome analysis of cancer cell lines34.

 

Detecting changes in intensities of crosslink species is challenging due to their low abundance 

relative to unmodified peptides. Because of differences in ionization efficiency and/or 

spectrometric detectability between peptides, this approach does not yield inherently 

quantitative information. Furthermore, the formation and yield of crosslinked residues are 

influenced by altered residue proximities, solvent accessibility and relative steric positions of 

residues29. In summary, quantitative analysis of crosslinked peptides require high instrument 

performance, high reproducibility and accuracy of quantitative data and software tools that 

fulfill the specific requirements of QCLMS data35. Because of these challenges, QCLMS has 

not been sufficiently characterised in terms of reproducibility and accuracy. Additionally, there 

is no common agreement on reliable normalization strategies, suitable statistical evaluations 

or interpretation of changing abundances in quantitative crosslinking data. 

 

As in standard quantitative proteomics, QCLMS studies comprise two major strategies: stable 

isotope label-based and label-free (LFQ) approaches. Stable isotope labelling entails labeling 

samples with stable isotopes that allow distinguishing identical proteins or peptides in separate 

samples by a known mass shift of the labeled peptide in the fragmentation spectra. Stable 

isotope label-based strategies have been extensively used in QCLMS studies24–26,28,29,33,35–41 

owing to less experimental variability during sample preparation than label-free quantification. 

In a similar set of approaches, isotope-labeled cross-linkers are employed in order to minimize 

the increase in sample complexity through only labelling crosslinker-containing peptides. In 

these approaches, stable protein conformers must be separated prior to crosslinking. In 

addition, deuterated and non-deuterated crosslinked peptides show often different elution 

properties, which complicates automated quantitation42,43.

 

Unlike labelling approaches, label-free quantitation (LFQ) is not dependent on stable isotopes 

and can tolerate several crosslinker chemistries, thereby reducing the cost per experiment 

and making QCLMS accessible to a wider community. In label-free QCLMS workflows, 

https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/quxK0+Jrq8p
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/quxK0+Jrq8p
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/r3NRk
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/3VwuC
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/8h9t0
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/KN9ac+YRnlg+GyqXA
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/KN9ac+YRnlg+GyqXA
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/R1cSf+TTBdq+vVJPy+ayHTz
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/R1cSf+TTBdq+vVJPy+ayHTz
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/uWeWj+Jh0gZ
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/uWeWj+Jh0gZ
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/Dzu46
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/weE7m
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/vVJPy
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/sZ9I
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/sZ9I+KN9ac+qLSt+Dzu46+YRnlg+dcFYr+Y5pO+TTBdq+vVJPy+GyqXA+Fn8Q+UqNZ+OqwX
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/sZ9I+KN9ac+qLSt+Dzu46+YRnlg+dcFYr+Y5pO+TTBdq+vVJPy+GyqXA+Fn8Q+UqNZ+OqwX
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/oaVN+iqfg
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/oaVN+iqfg
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different protein conformers/protein complexes are processed separately during sample 

preparation and injected into the mass spectrometer. Crosslinked peptide abundances are 

compared based on signal intensities across a set of samples, conditions and individual MS 

acquisitions. Label-free QCLMS has been successfully applied in proof of principle studies44 

including first reproducibility assessments of crosslinking data45 (Manuscript 1 in this thesis), 

studying the dynamics of the complement factor H1930 and pH dependent conformational 

changes of human serum albumin (HSA) and cytochrome C46 (Manuscript 3 in this thesis). 

However, while samples are processed separately during LFQ experiments, reproducibility 

issues must be avoided to enhance the accuracy of quantitation results. 

 

Currently, data-dependent acquisition (DDA)47 is the MS acquisition method of choice in most 

QCLMS studies. In DDA mode, an instrument operates in iterative acquisition cycles to acquire 

intact precursors information (MS1-level), following fragment ion information (MS2-level). 

Precursors are selected for fragmentation in real time by the instrument software, according 

to predefined criteria. Peptides are identified based on the precursor mass and the 

corresponding fragment ion masses recorded in the MS2 spectra, following a spectrum-centric 

database search strategy48. The power of DDA lies in analysing a reasonably complex sample. 

After separation on a LC-column, a large number of compounds will be simultaneously ionized. 

The vast number of peptides entering the mass spectrometer can overwhelm the sequencing 

capabilities. Therefore, precursor selection for fragmentation should be directed to analytes 

that display strong signals and thus increased probability to get identified. However, the 

abundance rank or automated precursor selection in DDA mode introduces an element of 

stochasticity since the appearance of a precursor at a specific retention time will never be 

absolutely identical between runs49. Therefore, DDA mode has the drawback of having poor 

reproducibility for low abundant analytes50–52, which especially impacts quantitation of inherent 

low abundant crosslinked peptides. 

 

As an alternative to DDA, data-independent acquisition (DIA)53 promises unbiased and 

reproducible measurements of protein mixtures. DIA is a variable MS acquisition strategy, 

combining high throughput (as in DDA) with high sensitivity and selectivity (as in targeted 

acquisition methods: SRM, PRM, MRM)54,55. The aim of DIA methods is to comprehensively 

acquire MS2 spectra in the precursor space. Thus, several precursor ions are deliberately 

isolated and fragmented, creating complex MS2 spectra comprising fragment ion signals from 

different peptides56. Increasing instrument speed and appropriate window sizes leads to 

covering the informative m/z range of a peptide mixture. Given sufficient time resolution, this 

approach can generate exhaustive maps of all observable peptide fragments57. 

https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/o7dT
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/gLav
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/ayHTz
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/H9cn7
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/SYrW
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/tecI
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/1ptB
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/9wFTY+GfrBs+QARmd
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/9wFTY+GfrBs+QARmd
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/h6g7
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/Nye0+KDlo
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/3Hng
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/p9s7
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Although DIA allows high throughput quantitative analysis with high reproducibility58,59, it leads 

to chimeric MS2 spectra that are difficult to interpret. Therefore, DIA workflows require reliable 

quantitation software to extract fragment ion information from MS2 spectra. Two main 

strategies are commonly used to analyse DIA data: peptide-centric51,60,61 and spectrum-centric 

analysis62–64. A peptide-centric strategy starts from a list of previously observed peptides 

(spectral library) and interrogates the acquired DIA data for the presence of these peptides. 

Most commonly, spectral libraries are acquired in DDA mode using either the same sample as 

for the DIA acquisitions or fractionated samples to increase the depth of the library. Additionally 

to the library, peptide-centric approaches also benefit from retention time alignment. The 

Retention time of analytes between LC-MS measurements can vary considerably depending 

on, for example column packing, mobile phase composition or flow rate. To compare specific 

analystes in different MS runs quantitatively, corresponding ion features in each sample must 

be time aligned. By aligning the chromatographic elution points of peptides across ms 

acquisitions, the confidence of extracting precursor and fragment information from quantitative 

data is improved.  

 

Spectrum-centric approaches usually consider fragment ion signals (MS2) to be the starting 

point for peptide sequences identification. There are two approaches to identify peptide 

sequences in a spectrum-centric DIA analysis. In a first approach, spectral libraries are 

generated directly from acquired DIA data (sample specific libraries)56,65. In a second 

approach, peptide sequences can be identified by trying to decode experimental fragment ion 

series de novo, without the help of libraries62,64,66,67. The latter uses retention time, precursor 

m/z and fragment ion information to align MS1 and MS2 3D peaks into groups to generate 

pseudo-DDA spectra62,64. These pseudo spectra are used for database search similar to DDA 

based peptide identification, which offers a discovery-like DIA analysis. Only two quantitative 

crosslink studies, employing the peptide-centric DIA approach to acquire quantitative data 

(Manuscript 2 and 3 in this thesis)46,68 and one crosslinking study that employed DIA in a 

spectrum-centric like approach are reported69 so far. One of the quantitative crosslinking 

studies (Manuscript 2) demonstrated, that accuracy and reproducibility of QCLMS analysis can 

be improved by data-independent acquisition (DIA)68. 

 

One of the main benefits of quantitation is the ability to study protein structure changes in 

response to changes in their chemical and physical environment such as ionic strength, 

temperature or pH70,71. Homobifunctional NHS-based crosslinker chemistry, although used 

frequently in CLMS (e.g. bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate (BS3)), is highly selective towards 

lysine72,73 and accumulates slowly reaction products74. The specificity towards lysine can lead 

https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/T24TA+SBBfz
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/T24TA+SBBfz
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/GfrBs+x95g+j8qq
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/GfrBs+x95g+j8qq
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/GnSlu+Epkfn+jIat
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/GnSlu+Epkfn+jIat
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/sptf+3Hng
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/jKfR+GnSlu+jIat+r5qk
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/jKfR+GnSlu+jIat+r5qk
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/GnSlu+jIat
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/GnSlu+jIat
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/ClWn4+H9cn7
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/DHyxa
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/ClWn4
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/Ezo2E+AMw0T
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/Ezo2E+AMw0T
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/gzcB+YO5b
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/gzcB+YO5b
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/frw9
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to limited structural representations, especially for protein structures with low lysine content or 

irregular distribution75 and its slow crosslinking reaction kinetics are suggested to lead to 

trapping of non-native structural states76. This can result in inaccurate or non-representative 

structural models through trapping of low-occupancy conformations. Additionally, the half-life 

of a NHS-ester group is in the range of 4-5 hours under neutral pH, rapidly decreasing to 10 

min, when increasing the pH towards basic pH values72,77. Hence, this crosslinker chemistry is 

not suitable to study conformational changes of proteins influences by environmental changes 

(e.g. across a wide range of pH or temperature values).  

 

As an alternative, photoactivatable crosslinkers like sulfo-succinimidyl 4,4’-azipentanoate 

(sulfo-SDA), offer femtosecond-range reaction times, broad specificity75,78 and provide control 

of initiating the photo-crosslinking reaction by UV irradiation at specific wavelengths79,80. 

Diazirines are able to generate highly reactive carbene intermediates that deliver fast 

insertions81,82 and react with all amino acid side chains83,84. Thus, photo-crosslinking increases 

the number of crosslinks when compared to homobifunctional NHS-based crosslinkers85, 

which are limited to nucleophilic groups85. Importantly, as photo-crosslinking chemistry is not 

restricted by temperature or pH86, it can be used to monitor conformational changes of proteins/ 

protein complexes resulting from varying environmental changes. Taking advantage of these 

properties, photo-crosslinking and DIA-QCLMS enabled to study protein structure response to 

a wide range of pH conditions (Manuscript 3)46.  

  

https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/TvMZ
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/ZIec
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/gzcB+edfF
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/gzcB+edfF
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/BjFgQ+TvMZ
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/BjFgQ+TvMZ
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/2vUTc+ptZpg
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/2vUTc+ptZpg
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/I1QU+NI4J
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/I1QU+NI4J
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/LcIIt+ZZFf3
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/LcIIt+ZZFf3
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/0dlTP
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/0dlTP
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/Pjx6
https://paperpile.com/c/joVcbM/H9cn7
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Contributions and Main Findings 

In this cumulative thesis, I combine four manuscripts describing research on method 

development and applications in quantitative crosslinking mass spectrometry to which I 

contributed significantly (four first authorship papers). The first manuscript is about the 

reproducibility of crosslinking mass spectrometry and addresses the question of whether 

crosslinking is a reliable technology to study protein structures. The second and third papers 

build on the first manuscript and improve significantly the reproducibility of crosslinking 

quantitation by implementing data-independent acquisition (DIA). The new DIA-based 

quantitation workflow widened the scope of quantitative crosslinking towards high throughput 

experiments and less error-prone data processing. In combination with photoactivatable 

crosslinkers, the workflow (photo-DIA-QCLMS) was applied to study conformational changes 

of proteins caused by changes in their environment. Moreover, I include a fourth protocol 

manuscript in which I offer an entry point to make DIA-QCLMS accessible to a broad scientific 

user base.  

 

In the first manuscript, entitled “On the Reproducibility of Label-Free Quantitative Cross-
Linking/Mass Spectrometry” (Müller, Fischer, Chen, Auchynnikava and Rappsilber 2018) I 

establish a preliminary DDA-based experimental workflow involving the implementation of the 

quantitation software Skyline for quantitative crosslinking mass spectrometry (QCLMS). Using 

bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate (BS3)-crosslinked human serum albumin (HSA), the 

reproducibility of QCLMS was assessed to be similar as general quantitative proteomics. 

However, crosslink quantitation was only possible at the precursor level in this study. I was 

responsible for experiment planning and execution, data analysis, visualization and writing of 

the manuscript. 

 
The second manuscript, entitled “Data-independent Acquisition Improves Quantitative 
Cross-linking Mass Spectrometry” (Müller, Kolbowski, Bernhardt, Reiter, and Rappsilber 

2019) comprised a manuscript describing a simplified quantitation and data processing 

workflow, which introduces the use of data-independent acquisition (DIA) and the quantitation 

software Spectronaut for QCLMS. A mixture of seven BS3-crosslinked proteins were used to 

evaluate the reproducibility and accuracy of the workflow. The DIA-QCLMS workflow improved 

the reproducibility of QCLMS and tolerated even high sample complexity such as E. coli cell 

lysate as matrix. As a consequence of this study, Spectronaut now supports DIA-QCLMS data 

for crosslink quantitation. I was responsible for experiment design and execution, establishing 

a collaboration with the Spectronaut support team to adapt Spectronaut for crosslinking data, 

data analysis, visualization and finally writing the manuscript. 
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In the third manuscript, entitled “Quantitative photo-crosslinking mass spectrometry 
revealing protein structure response to environmental changes” (Müller, Graziadei and 

Rappsilber 2019), photo-crosslinking was combined with the DIA-QCLMS workflow to study 

conformational changes of proteins and their complexes caused by environmental influences. 

The photoactivatable crosslinker sulfosuccinimidyl 4,4’-azipentanoate (sulfo-SDA), was used 

to study pH-induced conformation changes in HSA and cytochrome C. This photo-DIA-QCLMS 

workflow finally widens the scope of applications of quantitative crosslinking. I was responsible 

for experiment design and execution, data processing, visualisation and writing the manuscript. 

 
The fourth manuscript, entitled “A protocol for studying structural dynamics of proteins 
by quantitative crosslinking mass spectrometry and data-independent acquisition” 
(Müller and Rappsilber 2019) is a protocol paper submitted in the peer-reviewed journal 

Journal of Proteomics. It introduces researchers and students to quantitative crosslinking mass 

spectrometry using DIA. The protocol provides step-by-step instructions on how to set up the 

DIA-QCLMS workflow, including how to optimize DIA methods and how to analyse and 

visualize quantitative crosslinking data. I was responsible for writing the manuscript and 

developing the workflow. 
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Abstract. Quantitative cross-linking/mass spectrometry (QCLMS) is an emerging
approach to study conformational changes of proteins and multi-subunit complexes.
Distinguishing protein conformations requires reproducibly identifying and quantify-
ing cross-linked peptides. Here we analyzed the variation between multiple cross-
linking reactions using bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate (BS3)-cross-linked human
serum albumin (HSA) and evaluated how reproducible cross-linked peptides can
be identified and quantified by LC-MS analysis. To make QCLMS accessible to a
broader research community, we developed a workflow that integrates the
established software tools MaxQuant for spectra preprocessing, Xi for cross-linked
peptide identification, and finally Skyline for quantification (MS1 filtering). Out of the

221 unique residue pairs identified in our sample, 124 were subsequently quantified across 10 analyses with
coefficient of variation (CV) values of 14% (injection replica) and 32% (reaction replica). Thus our results
demonstrate that the reproducibility of QCLMS is in line with the reproducibility of general quantitative proteomics
and we establish a robust workflow for MS1-based quantitation of cross-linked peptides.
Keywords: Quantitation, Cross-linking, Human serum albumin, Label-free, Mass spectrometry, Reproducibility
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Introduction

Cross-linking/mass spectrometry (CLMS) has become a
powerful tool aiding the structural analysis of proteins

and their complexes [1–5] since its onset almost two decades
ago [6, 7]. Reaction with a cross-linker converts 3D proximity
of amino acid residues into covalent bonds. The bridgeable
distance between residues depends on the cross-linker used.
Bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate (BS3), one of the most com-
monly used reagents, links residues up to 25–30 Å apart (Cα-
Cα distance) [1]. Following proteolytic digestion of the pro-
teins, cross-linked peptides are identified using liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and database
search.

Previous studies have used CLMS to investigate the struc-
tures of single proteins [8], multi-protein complexes [9], and
protein–protein interaction networks [10, 11]. The proteins in
these studies are often undergoing dynamic conformational
changes, which are difficult to determine and visualize by

knowing only the sites of cross-linking. For this, understanding
the dynamics through relative abundances of certain cross-
linked residue pairs is required by adding quantitation to
CLMS pipelines. In mass spectrometry-based proteomics there
are two broad quantitative strategies, label-free and labeled
approaches, both of which are suitable for CLMS. A previous
study by Huang 2006 [12] using an 18O labeling-based
QCLMS approach had several drawbacks that prevented wide-
spread use of this approach, including incomplete labeling and
inadequate software for data analysis. Fischer et al. 2013 [13]
overcame these hurdles by using an isotope-labeled cross-link-
er and developing the software tool XiQ, which combined the
accuracy of manual peak validation with the convenience of
automated quantitation. Since then, several software packages
became available to analyze QCLMS data [14, 15]. Although
isotope labeling-based QCLMS has been used successfully in
several studies [14, 16–19], it suffers from the usual limitations
that often come with the experimental design of labeling ap-
proaches: cost of isotope-labeled reagents (which can be ex-
pensive), complex sample preparation, and reduced data cov-
erage [20, 21]. In contrast, label-free quantitation can avoid
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these pitfalls and there are no limits to the numbers of samples
that can be compared. Advantages of label-free quantitation
were presented recently with anMS2-based QCLMSworkflow
using Skyline [22]. A general caveat of label-free approaches is
that samples are processed separately, which can result in
technical biases during sample preparation [21]. As the sample
preparation procedure of cross-linking is more elaborate than in
normal proteomics, one might expect a larger variance.

Here we investigate the reproducibility of label-free
QCLMS. We determined the variation introduced during sam-
ple preparation and contrast this with the variation between
multiple injections during LC-MS acquisition. As a model
system, we cross-linked human serum albumin (HSA) using
bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate (BS3) and we adapted Skyline
into a workflow for semi-automated label-free QCLMS.

Methods
Reagents

HSA was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA). The cross-linker BS3 was purchased from Thermo Sci-
entific Pierce (Rockford, IL, USA).

Cross-Linking Reaction

Ten cross-linking reactions were performed in parallel as fol-
lows: purified human serum albumin (40 μg; 2 μg/μL) in cross-
linking buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5, 20 mM NaCl,
5 mM MgCl2,) was mixed with BS3 (160 μg, 30 μg/μL in
cross-linking buffer) and cross-linking buffer (14.6 μL), to a
total reaction volume of 40 μL (1 μg/μL protein concentration)
with a protein to cross-linker mass ratio of 1:4. After 1.5 h
incubation on ice, the reaction was stopped using 5 μL saturat-
ed ammonium bicarbonate (~2.5 M) for 30 min at room tem-
perature. Forty μg of cross-linked HSA from each reaction
were subjected to SDS-PAGE and protein bands were visual-
ized using Coomassie staining. Cross-linked HSA monomer
bands were excised for digestion.

Sample Preparation for Mass Spectrometric
Analysis

Each sample-containing gel band was digested separately [23].
Proteins were reduced with 10 mM dithiothreitol, subsequently
alkylated with 55 mM iodoacetamide, and then digested using
trypsin (300 ng/μL). After digestion, peptides were extracted
using 80% v/v acetonitrile (ACN) in 0.1% v/v trifluoroacetic
acid (TFA). Tryptic peptides were desalted using C18-Stage
Tips [24] and eluted with 80% v/v ACN, 0.1% v/v TFA prior to
mass spectrometric analysis. Peptides were concentrated in a
Vacufuge Concentrator (Eppendorf, Germany) and resuspend-
ed in 2% v/v ACN, 0.1% v/v formic acid (FA) to a final protein
concentration of 0.75 μg/μL; 4/5 (nominally 32 μg) of each
reaction sample was pooled as injection replica. The remaining
1/5 (nominally 8 μg) of each reaction sample was used for

reaction replica experiment. Nominally for each mass spectro-
metric acquisition, 1.5 μg peptides were injected (Figure 1a).

Figure 1. Label-free cross-linking quantification workflow. (a)
Workflow for sample preparation: orange represents reaction
replica and blue injection replica. (b) Workflow for cross-link
identification and quantification using MaxQuant for peak pick-
ing, Xi for cross-link identification and Skyline for quantification
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LC-Mass Spectrometric Analysis

LC-MS/MS analysis was performed using Orbitrap Fusion
Lumos (Thermo Fisher Scientific, CA, USA) with a “high/high”
acquisition strategy. The peptide separation was carried out on an
EASY-Spray column (50 cm × 75 μm i.d., PepMap C18, 2 μm
particles, 100 Å pore size, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany).
Mobile phase A consisted of water and 0.1% v/v FA and mobile
phase B consisted of 80% v/v ACN and 0.1% v/v FA. Peptides
were loaded onto the columnwith 2%buffer B at 0.3μL/min flow
rate and eluted at 0.25 μL/min flow rate with following gradient:
150min linear increase from 2% to 40%mobile phase B followed
by 11 min increase from 40% to 95% mobile phase B. Eluted
peptides were sprayed directly into the mass spectrometer and
analyzed using a data-dependent acquisition (DDA) mode. In
each 3 s acquisition cycle, precursor ions were detected in the
Orbitrap with resolution 120,000 and m/z range 400–1600. Ions
with charge states from 3+ to 7+ were selected for fragmentation.
The selection priority was set to first lowest charge and then
highest intensity. Selected ions were isolated in the quadrupole
with a window size of m/z 2. The isolated ions were fragmented
by high energy collision dissociation (HCD) and analyzed with
resolution 30.000 in Orbitrap. Dynamic exclusion was enabled
with the exclusion duration set to 60 s and exclusion mass
tolerance was set to 10 ppm.

Identification of Cross-Linked Peptides

The raw mass spectrometric data files were processed into peak
lists using MaxQuant [25] (v. 1.5.0.0). “FTMS top peaks per 100
Da”was set to 20, “FTMSde-isotoping” boxwas unticked, and all
other parameters were set to default (Figure 1b). The subsequent
database search was conducted using Xi [26] against the sequence
of HSA (UniProt ID: P02768) with the reversed HSA sequence as
decoy. The following search parameters were used: MS accuracy:
6 ppm,MS/MS accuracy: 20 ppm, enzyme: trypsin, missed cleav-
ages: 4, cross-linker: BS3, fixed modification: carbamidomethyla-
tion on cysteine, variable modification: oxidation of methionine
andmodification byBS3with the secondNHS ester hydrolyzed or
aminated. TheBS3 reaction specificitywas assumed to be at lysine,
serine, threonine, tyrosine, and the N-termini of proteins. The data
have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange [27] Consortium via
the PRIDE [28] partner repository with the data set identifier
PXD007250 For all identified cross-links that were auto-
validated by Xi Software, the Cɑ-Cɑ distance between cross-
linked residue pairs was measured in the crystal structure of
HSA (PDB: 1AO6 chain A). Residue pairs with distance ≥ 30 Å
and cross-linksmatched to decoyswere excluded from subsequent
quantitation using Skyline.

Creation of Spectral Library for Autovalidated
Cross-Links and Quantitation Using Skyline

Quantitation was performed on MS1 level using Skyline (ver.
3.5) [29]. The identification information of cross-linked pep-
tides was introduced as an .ssl file following the standard
format for custom libraries in Skyline [30]. The .ssl file is

constructed using an in-house script [31] based on the list of
peptide spectrum matches (PSM) of identified cross-links. In
the .ssl file, an entry is generated for each cross-linking feature.
A cross-linking feature is defined as a unique PSM for a cross-
linked peptide with differences in charge state, linkage sites, or
modification. Since Skyline does not natively support cross-
linking data, the sequences of cross-linked peptides were con-
verted into their linear forms, based on the principle described
in Chen et al. 2016 andMaiolica et al. 2007 [19, 23] (Figure 2d
and e). Skyline uses the .ssl file and the assigned mzML files
(created from raw files using MSconvert [32]) to create a
spectral library by BiblioSpec. Peptide settings were as fol-
lows: enzyme: trypsin KR/P, max missed cleavages: 9, mini-
mal length of peptide: 6, maximal length: 60, modifications:
carbamidomethylation on cysteine, oxidation on methionine,
cross-linker (lysine + 27.983 Da), BS3-OH (156.078 Da), BS3-
NH2 (155.094 Da) and BS3-loop (138.068 Da). Transition
settings were set to: precursor charges: 3–7; ion type: p
(precursor); mass range: m/z 400–1600; tolerance: m/z 0.055;
isotope peaks included: count 3; mass analyzer: orbitrap; reso-
lution: 120,000 at m/z 200. For the remaining settings the
defaults were used. MS1 filtering was done as described in
the Skyline Tutorial (ver.2.5 [33]). Skyline uses the spectral
library to detect so-called transitions of identified precursors.
The transitions of a single precursor consist of the intensity
measurements across multiple MS1 spectra of selected isotopic
peaks of the precursor. For each precursor the peak areas of
transitions are integrated and interpreted as quantification sig-
nal. After automated peak picking and retention time alignment
of Skyline, a manual correction of wrong peak boundaries was
performed. Data from Skyline was exported into a .csv file for
further processing. Concerning peak areas, Skyline is able to
calculate a coefficient of variation (CV), which was used to
compare the reproducibility of quantification within experi-
ments. CVs represent the mean variation of peak areas within
10 replicas to determine the variation introduced either by mass
spectrometry or by conducting experiments in parallel. The CV
was compared for 10 injection replicas and 10 reaction replicas
separately. For each of them, the CV value of a cross-linked
feature was calculated by Skyline. Furthermore, the CV value
for a cross-linked residue pair was calculated as the median of
CVs of all cross-linked features that are corresponding to this
residue pair.

Results and Discussion
Data Quality

To assess the reproducibility of quantitative CLMS in a label-
free experiment, we measured cross-linked HSA, a well-
studied model protein for CLMS [13], to monitor reproducibil-
ity of 10 cross-linking reactions and 10 LC-MS injections of
the same sample. HSA was cross-linked in solution using BS3

and digested in gel using trypsin. Unfractionated peptides were
analyzed by LC-MS using a “high-high” (Orbitrap MS1 and
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(a)

(d)

(e)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Cross-linked peptides in Skyline. (a) Chromatogram view of a linearized cross-linked peptide, showing the MS1
extracted ion chromatogram for the precursor isotope ions M (blue), M+1 (purple), M+2 (red). (b) Peak areas, after integration and
normalization, of each replica (1–10) with summed up isotope peaks. (c) Retention time [min] comparison between all 10 replicas for
the presented peptide with apex of the peak (blackmiddle line). (d) An example showing the scheme of converting the sequence of a
BS3 cross-linked peptide into a linear form in format of Skyline input. (e) The scheme of mass calculation for linearization of cross-
linked pep ide sequences
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MS2) acquisition strategy and data-dependent acquisition
(DDA).

A cross-linked peptide was considered identified if it passed
the auto-validation implemented in Xi without any further
manual validation. Combining all injection and reaction exper-
iments resulted in 242 identified unique cross-linked residue
pairs (Figure 3a). Comparedwith the crystal structure, 21 out of
these 242 cross-link distances were over the theoretical 30 Å
limit of BS3 [13] and removed from further analysis to increase
the confidence in our data (Figure 3b). Thus, our final set of
cross-links included 221 unique cross-linked residue pairs of
HSA. This compares favorably with previous studies cross-
linking HSAwith the same chemistry, which found 43 [13] and
101 [34] intra-protein links with an FDR of 5%.

Identification of Cross-Linked Peptides by Xi

The 10 reaction replicas (RR) yielded in total 196 unique
residue pairs whereas the injection replica (IR) yielded 180
unique residue pairs, with 155 (RR: 80%, IR: 86%) common

to both datasets (Figure 4a). On average, triplicate analyses
yielded an additional 51% cross-linked residue pairs for RR
and 47% for IR compared with a single run. This broadly
matches observations in recent studies of linear peptides [35–
37]. The additional gain of identified residue pairs drops with
increasing number of replicas. Adding three reaction replicas to
the initial three replicas resulted in a further gain of 22% (IR:
25%), and three additional replicas to the initial six added 11%
(IR: 13%) (Figure 4b). Fifty percent of the total number of
identifications from 10 replicas could be achieved with two
replicas. Triplicates return 2/3 of the total for 10 replicas (RR:
72%, IR: 69%) and might constitute a good compromise be-
tween coverage and measurement time. In agreement with this,
few links were identified in all 10 replicas (RR: 43 links, 20%;
IR: 45 links, 23%) and a sizable fraction of the total links was
seen only once (RR: 53, 25%; IR: 58, 30%) (Figure 4c). These
results are in accordance with random sampling in DDA

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Data quality of identified unique residue pairs using
autovalidation in Xi (n = 242, incl. five decoys, i.e., <2%FDR). (a)
Crystal structure of HSA (PDB:1AO6, chain A) containing iden-
tified cross-links (yellow: cross-links within the cross-link limit of
BS3 n = 221, green: long distance cross-links (≥ 30 Å) n = 21,
incl. five decoys). (b) Cα distance distribution of observed links
(yellow, green) and a random distance distribution (grey)

Figure 4. Reproducibility of identification of cross-links in
reaction and injection replica. (a) Venn-diagram showing over-
lap in identified residue pairs from reaction (orange) and injec-
tion replica (blue). (b) The number of identified unique residue
pairs are plotted against the number of LC-MS runs, showing
the saturation on number of identified residue pairs with in-
creasing number of runs (orange: reaction replica, blue: injec-
tion replica, grey: standard deviation). (c) Number of unique
residue pairs against number of replicas, showing in how many
replicas a given unique residue pair was observed (orange:
reaction replica, blue: injection replica)
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experiments [37]. Note that the number of quantified residue
pairs is larger, attributable to match between runs.

Label-Free Quantification of Cross-Linked Peptides
by Skyline

For label-free quantification, we used Skyline [29]. In
short, we prepared a spectral library comprising all 196
identified residue pairs (1064 spectra) from the reaction
replica experiment and all 180 identified residue pairs
(885 spectra) from the injection replica experiment. For
each experiment, every identified cross-linked peptide
can in principle be quantified across 10 replicas even if
it was not identified in all of them by DDA.

Prior to quantitation in Skyline, we created a Skyline input
file (.ssl file) for each experiment using an in-house script. The
.ssl file contains the following information for each identified
cross-linked peptides: the assigned mzML file, the scan num-
ber, charge state, sequence (including modifications), score
type, and score. In this file, the sequence of each cross-linked
peptide has been converted into a linear representation with an
additional modified lysine residue connecting two linked

peptides A and B (Kxlink, Figure 2d) [19], giving rise to an
identical mass to the original cross-linked form (Figure 2e).
Skyline used the .ssl file and the assigned mzML files to create
a spectral library using BiblioSpec. Peptide and transition
settings had to be defined to explore the library and import
peptides that matched the filter settings or the library into the
quantitation worksheet.

To increase the confidence of our quantitation results, we
excluded peptide pairs from our dataset that were observed
with alternative residue pairs if these were not fully separated
in the LC dimension (IR: 18, RR: 10 residue pairs). To simplify
the evaluation task, we included only cross-linked residue pairs
that were quantified across all 10 replicas. This resulted in 106
and 111 quantified unique residue pairs for the reaction and
injection experiment, respectively. Most cross-links that were
seen and quantified in one set of replica were also seen by the
other (93 residue pairs), suggesting that these links are the most
abundant (Figure 5a). Many proteomic studies are designed
starting with three reaction replica. Here, using three reaction
replicas instead of 10 replicas increased the ratio of quantified
to identified cross-links from 106 out of 196 (54%) to 92 out of
146 (63%) (Figure 5b). Note that decreasing the number of

Figure 5. Reproducibility of residue pair quantitation. (a) Venn diagram showing number of quantified residue pairs from reaction
replica (orange) and injection replica (blue). (b) Number of identified (light color) and quantified (dark color) residue pairs (orange:
reaction replica, blue: injection replica). (c) Coefficient of variation (CV) from median peak areas in % for each experiment after
quantification, showing the reproducibility of label-free quantification using cross-linked peptides. (d) CV from binned log2 peak
areas in %, showing anticorrelation between residue pair peak areas and CV values. Reaction replica in orange and injection replica
in blue
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replicas reduces the number of identified residue pairs from
196 to 146. This is comparable to other studies dealing with
quantitative cross-linking [14].

To assess the reproducibility of peak area after quantitation
on unique residue pairs, we calculated the coefficient of vari-
ation (CV) of a residue pair as the median CV values of all
corresponding cross-linked peptide features. The CV values of
quantified features are calculated in Skyline, representing the
mean variation between peak areas of all replicas. The higher
the value the more variation exists between the peak areas over
all replicas. As expected, injection replica resulted in higher
reproducibility (CV 14%) than reaction replica (CV 32%)
(Figure 5c). Simply injecting 10 times from the same tube
carries higher reproducibility than starting 10 cross-link reac-
tions in parallel. There is no general consensus on what CV
constitutes a good basis for quantitative statements. However,
the results fit into variations observed in other studies [35, 37–
43]. Perrin et al. 2013 [41] assessed quantitative label-free
approaches of linear peptides using cerebrospinal fluid in terms
of injection reproducibility and inter-individual variation. Most
of the quantified proteins showed a very low coefficient of
variation (<5%) for injection replica, which is remarkably low,
and a much higher variance across samples from different
individuals (48%). Our lower injection reproducibility might
be explained by having many modified cross-linked peptides
(methionine oxidation and alternative cross-link products) and
early eluting peptides, all of these being a source of technical
variability. Kramer et al. 2015 [42] reported an injection vari-
ance of 10% and an inter-assay variability of 16% using label-
free quantification of proteins and data-independent acquisition
(DIA). Lai et al. 2015 [43] suggested to use a CV of 30% as
threshold for injection replica to get reproducible quantifica-
tions using label-free approach and data-dependent acquisition
(DDA) strategy.

Finally we investigated reproducibility (CV) in relation to
median peak area of residue pairs (Figure 5d). Quantitation
reproducibility is linked inversely with peak intensity, as one
would expect. Reaction replicas show less reproducibility than
injection replicas, but the intensity dependence of reproducibil-
ity remains present. Lowering abundance increases variation
and reduces reproducibility of quantitation. One should there-
fore inject as much material as feasible. In summary, the
reproducibility of quantitative CLMS and studies with linear
peptides are very comparable.

Conclusion
In this study, we demonstrate that cross-linked residue pairs are
identified with reproducibility and saturation characteristics
that resembles random sampling in standard shotgun proteo-
mics [37]. Additional injections improve the number of identi-
fications but also increase variability between runs caused by
random sampling. Hence, a reliable quantitation procedure
when seeking quantitative information is needed.We described
a quantitative cross-linking workflow based onDDA and label-

free quantitation in Skyline. This allows leveraging of infor-
mation from multiple injections due to matching features and
identifications between runs. We observe that label-free quan-
titation in cross-linking is in line with the reproducibility of
studies using linear peptides. Quantitative cross-linking has
already proven its potential for structural and mechanistic
studies of proteins and reliable label-free quantitation of
cross-linked residue pairs now offers a set of new avenues
and experimental designs.
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DIA analysis tools. DIA cross-
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reproducibility and accuracy of
quantitation results. DIA-QCLMS
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and through its automation rec-
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complex dynamics.
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Data-independent Acquisition Improves
Quantitative Cross-linking Mass
Spectrometry*□S

Fränze Müller‡, Lars Kolbowski‡§, Oliver M. Bernhardt¶, Lukas Reiter¶,
and Juri Rappsilber‡§�

Quantitative cross-linking mass spectrometry (QCLMS)
reveals structural detail on altered protein states in
solution. On its way to becoming a routine technology,
QCLMS could benefit from data-independent acquisition
(DIA), which generally enables greater reproducibility than
data-dependent acquisition (DDA) and increased through-
put over targeted methods. Therefore, here we introduce
DIA to QCLMS by extending a widely used DIA software,
Spectronaut, to also accommodate cross-link data. A
mixture of seven proteins cross-linked with bis[sulfosuc-
cinimidyl] suberate (BS3) was used to evaluate this work-
flow. Out of the 414 identified unique residue pairs, 292
(70%) were quantifiable across triplicates with a coeffi-
cient of variation (CV) of 10%, with manual correction of
peak selection and boundaries for PSMs in the lower
quartile of individual CV values. This compares favorably
to DDA where we quantified cross-links across triplicates
with a CV of 66%, for a single protein. We found DIA-
QCLMS to be capable of detecting changing abundances
of cross-linked peptides in complex mixtures, despite the
ratio compression encountered when increasing sample
complexity through the addition of E. coli cell lysate as
matrix. In conclusion, the DIA software Spectronaut can
now be used in cross-linking and DIA is indeed able to
improve QCLMS. Molecular & Cellular Proteomics 18:
786–795, 2019. DOI: 10.1074/mcp.TIR118.001276.

Cross-linking mass spectrometry (CLMS)1 is a powerful tool
for studying the 3D structure of proteins and their complexes
(1–5). Chemical cross-linking helps to identify residue pairs
that are in proximity in native structures but not necessarily in
primary sequence, by introducing covalent bonds between
these residues. Subsequent to the cross-linking reaction and
the proteolytic digestion of proteins, cross-linked peptides
can be enriched (using strong cation exchange (SCX) (6) or
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (7), for example) and

then identified through liquid chromatography-mass spec-
trometry (LC-MS) combined with database searching.

Although a protein’s function links to its three-dimensional
structure, these structures are intrinsically dynamic and can
change (8, 9). Adding quantitative information to the relative
abundances of cross-linked residue pairs offers a unique
opportunity to study the structural flexibility and changes of
proteins (10). Previous studies using quantitative cross-linking
mass spectrometry (QCLMS) have provided concepts and
techniques for studying changing protein states including ac-
tivation (11), regulation of protein networks (12–15), matura-
tion of complexes (16), regulation of enzyme activity (17–19),
protein-protein interactions (20, 21) and interactome analysis
of cancer cell lines (22).

Broadly speaking, two quantitative strategies are suitable for
QCLMS: labeled and label-free. Although isotope-labeled
cross-linkers (23) are commonly used in labeling strategies (13,
14, 16–19, 24–29), other general strategies have also been
adapted to QCLMS including SILAC (stable isotope-labeled
amino acids) (22, 30, 31) and isobaric labeling by TMT (32, 33) or
iTRAQ (34). In contrast, label-free quantitation (LFQ) might allow
for a simpler experimental design and reduced costs. Impor-
tantly, although samples are processed separately during LFQ
experiments, which may increase technical variance, label-free
QCLMS is as reproducible as other proteomic techniques (35).

Multiple approaches are used in proteomics for LFQ (36,
37). Data-dependent acquisition (DDA) unfortunately results in
poor reproducibility for low abundance proteins or peptides
(38–40) and therefore is not ideal for the typically low abun-
dance cross-linked peptides. Targeted proteomic strategies
such as SRM (MRM) or PRM excel for less abundant peptides
(41–45). Early targeted approaches on cross-linking mass
spectrometry using an inclusion list were performed by Barysz
et al. 2015 (46) and more recently, on MS2 level using parallel
reaction monitoring (PRM) and Skyline (47). However, the
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number of targets is limited, and the analysis is demanding.
Data-independent acquisition (DIA) promises a solution to all
these challenges by requiring minimal assay development and
allowing large scale quantitative analysis with high reproduc-
ibility (48, 49). This has not yet been exploited in QCLMS
because of current software restrictions regarding cross-
linked peptides.

In recent years, significant advances in software for both
CLMS and QCLMS have propelled the cross-linking field for-
ward, enabling a deeper understanding of dynamic protein
systems and a wider range of workflows (50). Here, we de-
veloped a DIA-QCLMS workflow that uses the Spectronaut
software for the quantitation of observed unique residue pairs.
We determined the accuracy and reproducibility of our DIA-
QCLMS workflow at both MS1 as well as MS2 level, using a
mix of seven proteins, each cross-linked using bis[sulfosuc-
cinimidyl] suberate (BS3), and E. coli cell lysate as matrix.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Reagents—The seven-protein mix comprised human serum albu-
min (HSA), cytochrome C (bovine heart), ovotransferrin (Conalbumin,
chicken egg white), myoglobin (equine heart), lysozyme C (chicken
egg white), and catalase (bovine liver), all purchased individually from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Creatine kinase Type M (rabbit muscle)
was purchased from Roche (Basel, Switzerland). The cross-linker BS3

was purchased from Thermo Scientific Pierce (Rockford, IL).
Cross-linking Reaction—Cross-linking reactions of the individual

proteins were performed in parallel as previously described (35). In
short, purified proteins were mixed separately with BS3 (1 �g/�l
protein concentration), with a protein to cross-linker mass ratio of 1:4.
After incubation on ice, the reaction was stopped using saturated
ammonium bicarbonate. Cross-linked proteins were subjected to
SDS-PAGE, visualized using Coomassie staining and monomer
bands were excised for digestion.

Sample Preparation—Cross-link protein gel bands were reduced,
alkylated and digested using trypsin as described before (51). After
digestion, peptides were extracted from gel bands using 80% v/v
acetonitrile (ACN) and concentrated to a final ACN content of nomi-
nally 5% v/v using a Vacufuge Concentrator (Eppendorf, Germany).
Tryptic peptides were enriched using strong cation exchange chro-
matography (SCX) as previously described (6) but using SCX-
StageTips (52, 53) with minor modifications for activation of the Tip
and gradient steps. The SCX-StageTips were activated using first
methanol, following buffer 2 (0.5% AcH, 80% CAN), buffer 1 (0.5%
AcH), high salt buffer (0.5% AcH, 20% CAN, 600 mM NH4Ac) and

finally again buffer 1. Peptides were eluted in steps using: 50 mM

NH4Ac (fraction 1), 100 mM NH4Ac (fraction 2), 200 mM MH4Ac (frac-
tion 3), 300 mM NH4Ac (fraction 4), 500 mM NH4Ac (fraction 5), 600 mM

NH4Ac (fraction 6). Peptides were then desalted using C18-StageTips
(52, 54) and eluted using 80% v/v ACN, 0.1% v/v TFA. Peptides were
dried down and resuspended in 2% v/v ACN, 0.1% v/v formic acid
(FA) to a final protein concentration of 0.75 �g/�l.

Data Acquisition—LC-MS/MS analysis was performed using a
tribrid Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Orbitrap Fusion™ Lumos,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, CA) with a “high/high” (high-resolution MS1
and MS2) acquisition strategy. 1.5 �g peptides were injected for
data-dependent acquisition (DDA) experiments. For data-independ-
ent acquisition (DIA), the stock solution (1.5 �g peptides) was diluted
to reach 0.1�, 0.3�, 0.5�, 0.7�, 0.9�, and 1� (undiluted). 1.5 �g
tryptic E. coli cell lysate was added as matrix to each sample of the
dilution series to assess DIA in the context of analyzing a complex
sample. iRT peptides (Biognosys, Switzerland) were added to each
sample before MS acquisition. The peptide separation was carried
out on an EASY-Spray column (50 cm � 75 �m ID, PepMap C18, 2 �m
particles, 100 Å pore size, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany). Pep-
tides were separated using a 150 min gradient and analyzed in DDA
mode as described before (35). In short, precursor ions were detected
in the Orbitrap at 120K resolution using m/z range 400–1600. Ions
with charge states from 3� to 7� were selected for fragmentation.
Selected ions were isolated and fragmented by high energy collision
dissociation (HCD) and detected in Orbitrap at 30K resolution (55). In
DIA mode, precursor ions were acquired using a MS1 master scan
(m/z range: 400–1200, max. injection time: 60 ms, AGC target: 4 �
105, detector: Orbitrap, resolution: 60K), following 66 DIA scans for
MS2 within a fragmentation rage of m/z 120–1200 using an isolation
window width of m/z 12 and a max. injection time of 50 ms. Selected
ions were isolated in the quadrupole, fragmented using HCD (normal-
ized collision energy 30%) and detected in Orbitrap at 30K resolution.

Identification of Cross-linked Peptides—The raw mass spectromet-
ric data files were processed into peak lists using MaxQuant (56) (v.
1.5.0.0) as described previously (35). Xi (v. 1.6.723) (57) was used
for database search. The database comprised the sequences of
HSA (UniProt ID: P02768), cytochrome C (P62894), ovotransferrin
(P02789), myoglobin (P68082), creatine kinase (P00563), lysozyme C
(P00698), and catalase (P00432) and the reverse sequence of each of
these proteins as decoys. Search parameters were: MS tolerance: 6
ppm, MS/MS tolerance: 20 ppm, enzyme: trypsin, missed cleavages:
4, cross-linker: BS3, fixed modification: carbamidomethylation of cys-
teine, variable modification: oxidation of methionine and modification
by BS3 with the second NHS ester hydrolyzed or amidated, with BS3

reaction specificity at lysine, serine, threonine, tyrosine and N termini
of proteins. In a cross-link analysis, the false discovery rate (FDR) can
be calculated on different information levels: PSMs, peptide pairs,
residue pairs (RPs) and protein pairs (58). We here considered resi-
due-pair FDR, which were estimated using xiFDR (v 1.0.21.45) with
the equation: FDR � TD-DD/TT (58) and filtering to only use cross-link
PSMs within proteins. The max. protein ambiguity was set to 1. Other
settings were left on default. Identification with 5% FDR at link level
were accepted for quantitation.

Creation of Spectral Library for Cross-links and Quantitation—
Quantitation was performed on MS1 and MS2 level using Spectro-
naut (version 11.0.15038.23.25164) (59, 60). The spectral library of
cross-linked peptides was introduced as a .csv file, following the
standard format for custom libraries in Spectronaut (Manual for Spec-
tronaut 11, available on Biognosis website). The .csv file was con-
structed from our DDA data using xiDIA-library (a Python script gen-
erated by us for this purpose). xiDIA-library is an open source
collaborative initiative available in the GitHub repository https://
github.com/Rappsilber-Laboratory/xiDIA-library. It is freely available

1 The abbreviations used are: CLMS, cross-linking mass spectrom-
etry; AcH, acetic acid; ACN, acetonitrile; AGC, automatic gain control;
BS3, bis[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate; CL, cross-linking; CV, coeffi-
cient of variation; DDA, data-dependent acquisition; DIA, data-inde-
pendent acquisition; DTT, dithiothreitol; HCD, high energy collision
dissociation; HAS, human serum albumin; IAA, 2-iodoacetamide;
iTRAQ, isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation; LC-MS,
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry; LFQ, label-free quantita-
tion; NH4Ac, ammonium acetate; PRM, parallel reaction monitoring;
PSM, peptide spectrum matches; QCLMS, quantitative cross-linking
mass spectrometry; SCX, strong cation exchange chromatography;
SILAC, stable isotope-labelled amino acids; SRM/MRM, selected
reaction monitoring/multiple reaction monitoring; TMT, tandem mass
tag; URPs, unique residue pairs.
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under the Apache License v2.0. xiDIA-library extracts the required
information for the spectrum library from different sources: Precursor
information (for example, m/z, charge) are read from the xiFDR PSM
result file; fragment data is obtained through annotation by xiAnno-
tator [https://github.com/Rappsilber-Laboratory/xiAnnotator]; reten-
tion times are extracted from mzML files, obtained by subjecting raw
files to MSconvert (61); iRT values are determined using linear regres-
sion of observed retention times of iRT peptides. Up to 10 cross-link
containing fragments and up to 10 linear ones were chosen from the
highest intensity b- or y-ion signals in the m/z range 300–1400. The
library was imported as an external library, leaving out the Prepare
Perspective option in Spectronaut (called Library in Spectronaut 12).
Note, for optimal import use the “set up a DIA Analysis from File”
option in the View tab (Analysis tab in Spectronaut 12) and follow the
wizard. Spectronaut 11 and Spectronaut 12 show the same perform-
ance in analyzing cross-linking data (see supplemental Fig. S1).

Protein modifications must be defined in Spectronaut to enable
internal decoy generation for quantitation. The following cross-linker
modifications were added manually to the default list of modifications
in Spectronaut: BS3-OH (156.078 Da), BS3-NH2 (155.094 Da), and
BS3-d0 (138.068 Da). Defaults were used for the remaining settings.
MS1 and MS2 filtering was done according to the Spectronaut man-
ual with the following deviations: Quantitation tab: Interference cor-
rection unticked, Minor (Peptide) Grouping: by modified sequence,
Major Group Top N unticked, Minor Group Top N ticket (max 10, min
1), Minor Group Quantity: mean precursor quantity. Note that the
interference correction in Spectronaut works only for complex mix-
tures with a background proteome library (linear peptides). Interfer-
ence correction requires matching sequences from the spectral li-
brary to the FASTA file supplied for the analysis. This is currently not
possible with cross-linked peptides. After automated peak-picking
and retention time alignment of Spectronaut, a manual correction of
peak boundaries was performed for cross-linked peptides with a
coefficient of variation (CV) above 30% using the filter option “con-
dition CV” in the View Perspective. Data from Spectronaut was ex-
ported using the Report Perspective into a .xls file to integrate fea-
ture-level quantitation data into residue-level data using a standard
spreadsheet application (Excel, Microsoft).

The background E. coli Library (linear peptides) was generated
using MaxQuant for linear search with default settings and the Pre-
pare Perspective option in Spectronaut (default setting).

Unfortunately it is not possible to use Spectronaut to perform DDA
quantitation analysis, hence we had to use Skyline (62) (v. 4.2) to
compare DIA and DDA quantitation results. Creation of Spectral
library and quantitation settings in Skyline are as described previously
(35). Shortly, the .ssl file for custom libraries in Skyline was con-
structed using an in-house-script based on peptide spectrum
matches (PSM) of identified cross-linked peptides. The library file
and the assigned mzML files are used to create the final spectral
library within Skyline. The following modifications had to be defined
in Skyline: cross-linker (25.968 Da), BS3-OH (156.078 Da), BS3-NH2

(155.094 Da) and BS3-loop (138.068 Da), linkage site (1.0078 Da).
The Spectral library is used to match precursor information of
identified precursors to the DDA data. Note that quantitation in
Skyline can currently only be performed on MS1 level for many
targets. After quantitation, the data were exported into a .csv file
and feature-level data were integrated into residue-level using Ex-
cel. CV values within replicates (triplicates) had to be calculated
separately for each unique residue pair using the following equa-
tion: cv � �/�.

Experimental Design and Statistical Rationale—For DIA MS exper-
iments, we analyzed triplicates of a pooled seven-protein mixture in a
dilution series of 0.1�, 0.3�, 0.5�, 0.7�, 0.9�, and 1� stock solu-
tion. Each dilution was injected three times, resulting in 18 LC-MS
injections (DDA: 15 injections, missing 0.7�). A second dilution series
of the same steps as before was mixed with tryptic E. coli cell lysate
as matrix and injected as described above. Hence, 36 individual DIA
runs were analyzed in total for this study. Peak areas were quanti-
fied in Spectronaut and Skyline. Conducting a dilution series pre-
vented the mean peak intensity in the samples to be used for data
normalization. Thus, nonnormalized data was used. Only cross-
linked peptides quantified in three out of three technical replicas
(triplicates) were considered for label-free quantitation. Statistical
testing was performed using Spectronaut with default settings
for statistical tests. A q value of 0.01 was used for filtering the
results. The peak selection and boundaries of cross-linked peptides
above a CV value of 30% was corrected manually (this applied to
approximately one in four PSMs). It should be noted that the peak
selection and boundaries in the DDA data were not corrected
manually.

FIG. 1. Label-free DIA-based cross-linking quantitation workflow. A, Sample preparation workflow using SCX chromatography to
fractionate cross-linked peptides. B, Cross-link identification and quantitation workflow using Xi Software for identification and Spectronaut for
quantitation.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Construction of Spectral Library—First, using data-depend-
ent acquisition (DDA), we generated a library of fragmentation
spectra for data-independent acquisition (DIA) analysis. Our
sample comprised seven proteins (HSA, cytochrome C, ovo-
transferrin, myoglobin, creatine kinase, lysozyme, and cata-
lase), each cross-linked separately in solution using BS3. We
prevented cross-links between proteins from entering our
analysis and retained the option to evaluate our identified
cross-links against available 3D structures of the seven pro-
teins by only exercising protein monomer SDS-PAGE bands
for trypsin digestion. We fractionated and enriched the cross-
link peptides of each protein into six SCX-StageTip fractions
(6, 52). Each fraction was analyzed individually (totaling 49
runs) and pooled across all proteins and fractions (12 runs) by
LC-MS using a “high-high” (high-resolution MS1 and MS2)
strategy and DDA (Fig. 1A). The analysis yielded 414 unique
residue pairs (URPs) across all seven proteins at 5% link level

FDR, compared with 83 URPs as seen previously (63). Of the
414 URPs, all were covered by crystallographic protein mod-
els, with 350 falling below 30 Å, and 64 (15%) above. The
long-distance links did not distribute equally among the seven
proteins. For example, in HSA (66 kDa, 137 links), we ob-
served 6% long-distance links whereas we encountered 23%
in the similar-sized ovotransferin (76 kDa, 177 links). This
indicates conformational flexibility rather than false identifica-
tions as the cause of the relatively high fraction of long-
distance links. To further increase the library size, we included
a public data set from our laboratory (PXD008550), which was
generated using size exclusion chromatography with the
same seven proteins, cross-linker, and protease. This added
121 URPs to the library including 16 long-distance links and
thus did not change the overall match to the structures. We
consider cross-linking at K, S, T, Y and protein N termini. 270
URPs included at least one S, T, or Y whereas 265 URPs
included only K or N termini (1 URP). The spectral library was

FIG. 2. Visualization of cross-linking features in Spectronaut software. A, MS1 isotope envelope XIC plot, showing extracted precursor
ions M (red), M�1 (yellow), M�2 (green), M�3 (light blue), M�4 (dark blue). B, MS2 XIC plot, showing extracted fragment ion chromatograms
in different colors. C, MS2 intensity alignment plot, showing normalized fragment intensities across all replica. D, Cross run RT accuracy plot,
showing retention time comparison between all replica.
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then generated using xiDIA-library (see Experimental Proce-
dures) and comprised 535 URPs, 2344 precursors and 34531
fragments in total. Our raw data, peak files and results files are
accessible in the ProteomeXchange (64) Consortium via the
PRIDE (65) partner repository with the data set identifier
PXD011036.
Label-free Quantitation of Cross-linked Peptides by Spec-

tronaut Using Data-Independent Acquisition—To assess the
reproducibility of data-independent acquisition quantitation,
we used the pooled sample of proteins and fractions for a
dilution series experiment at 0.1�, 0.3�, 0.5�, 0.7�, 0.9�,
and 1� of the stock mixture (Fig. 1B). iRT peptides were
added to all samples to be used as the internal standard for
retention time alignment in Spectronaut. Our DIA method (see
Experimental Procedures) resulted in a cycle time of 5 s,
leading to 14 data points per MS1 peak and 4 data points in
MS2, on average. The low number of MS2 data points is
caused by the small window size (m/z 12), that may limit the
accuracy of our analysis in MS2. However, the small window
size also reduces interferences by co-eluting precursors and
hence increases sensitivity for low abundant cross-linked
peptides. Analyzing cross-link DIA data required several
changes to Spectronaut. The parsing rules were expanded to
use cross-link specific information noted in the peptide com-
ments column and the output file was expanded by an URP
column (called “FG_Comment”). The work also required sev-
eral software adjustments to be made (see release notes for

Spectronaut version 11.0.15038.23.25164). Spectronaut then
successfully read in the cross-link DIA data, conducted reten-
tion time alignment and extracted precursor and fragment
information based on the external spectral library (Fig. 2). Data
was filtered to a q value of 0.01 (comparable to 1% FDR)
(66–68). We manually inspected and corrected peak bound-
aries for all precursor and fragment species with a coefficient
of variation (CV) above 30% within replicates (this was the
case for about one in four PSMs, taking about 2–3 min per
PSM). The quantitation results were then exported using the
Report Perspective option in Spectronaut.

To increase the confidence in our quantitation results and to
simplify the evaluation of the data set, for each dilution series
we only included residue pairs that were quantifiable across
the full set of respective triplicates. Using “match between
runs” in Spectronaut enabled peptides to be quantified across
replica even without being initially detected in every single
replica. In the 1x sample, this yielded 292 (70%) quantified
URPs out of 414 identified URPs. The same injection amount
(1.5 �g) of HSA, albeit alone and not in mixture with six other
proteins, analyzed by DDA led to 90 (95%) of 94 identified
URPs being quantified across triplicate injections of a dilution
series (0.1�, 0.3�, 0.5�, 0.9�, 1�). This means that DDA
produced a higher quantified-to-identified ratio relative to DIA
(Fig. 3A), at least when relying on the automated quantitation
in Skyline. In how far this quantification is reliable will be
investigated below. Interestingly, upon adding the foreign
SEC data set (121 URPs) to the library, 66 unique residue
pairs could be additionally quantified (Fig. 3C). The success
rate of quantification was lower for this data (55%). Neverthe-
less, DIA allowed cross-links that had not been identified from
a very extensive set of DDA acquisitions during library gener-
ation to be quantified. The overall success rate was 67% (358
quantified in at least one set of triplicates out of 535 URPs
in the combined library). This relative proportions of URPs
across the individual dilution samples were: 62% (1�), 62%
(0.9�), 58% (0.7�), 54% (0.5�), 47% (0.3�), and 35% (0.1�).
Peak area variation is represented using a coefficient of var-
iation (CV) for each set of triplicates in the dilution experiment
(Fig. 4A). The higher a CV value, the more variation was
introduced during acquisition between peak areas of all rep-
lica pertaining to conditions. As one would expect, the lowest
CV value is found for 1� dilution (CV: 10%). The CV value of
the other dilutions ranges from 12 to 15% (0.1: 15%, 0.3:
12%, 0.5: 13%, 0.7: 12%, 0.9: 15%). This compares favorably
with DDA, where only a single protein (HSA) was analyzed
with a CV value of 66% for the 1� dilution (Fig. 3B). CVs of the
other dilutions range from 42–76% (0.1: 42%, 0.3: 50%, 0.5:
76%, 0.9: 68%) (Fig. 4B). It compares also favorably to a
previous DDA study using HSA, same cross-linker chemistry
and manual curation of the whole data set, which resulted in
a CV of 14% for the 1� (undiluted) sample (35). The reliability
of DIA is further underpinned considering that a higher sample

FIG. 3. Reproducibility of identification and quantitation of
unique residue pairs (URPs). A, Comparison of DIA (violet) versus
DDA (blue) acquisition in terms of identified (light color) and quantified
(dark color) unique residue pairs in triplicates. B, Comparison of DIA
(light purple) and DDA (blue) in terms of CV values of peak areas. Box
plot whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range. C, Venn dia-
gram of unique residue pairs from SCX data set compared with a
foreign SEC data set and quantified residue pairs.
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FIG. 4. Reproducibility of quantified unique residue pairs comparing data-independent and data-dependent acquisition. A,
Coefficient of variation (CV) within triplicates on MS2 level from median peak areas in % for each dilution step after quantitation (DIA),
showing the reproducibility of label-free quantitation of peak areas. Box plot whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range. B,
Coefficient of variation (CV) within triplicates on MS1 level from the DDA analysis, median peak areas in % for each dilution step. Box plot
whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range C, Log2 peak area ratios of each dilution step, showing precision of mixing (black line)
versus expected ratios (red line) on MS2 (green) and MS1 (purple) level. D, Log2 peak area ratios of each dilution step of DDA analysis,
showing precision of mixing (black line) versus expected ratios (red line) on MS1 level (blue). E, CV from binned log2 peak areas in % of
the 0.1x and 1x dilution (DIA), showing anticorrelation between residue pair peak areas and CV values (MS1: purple, MS2: green).
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complexity increases the dynamic range problem and there-
fore impacts quantitation negatively.

Although CV values are in the same range for each DIA
dilution experiment, a anticorrelation within each experiment
between residue pair peak areas and CV values are clearly
shown for undiluted as well as 0.1� dilution samples (Fig. 4E).
This was also previously shown for DDA cross-linking data
(35). This is consistent with the expectation that low intense
features are less accurately quantified.

We then assessed how well ratios between samples could
be determined in our dilution series. Based on MS2 peak
areas, the dilution series could be clearly revealed. However,
at high dilutions, the apparent dilution was smaller than the
true dilution, for example, 0.1� appeared as only 0.137� (Fig.
4C). This ratio compression is presumably related to low MS2
peak intensities and the contribution of noise. Changing to
MS1 level, which is characterized by higher signal intensities
and higher S/N ratio, the apparent dilutions matched the
actual dilutions in this data set more closely (0.1� looked like
0.104�). Contrary to DIA, the DDA dilution series matches
poorly the expected ratios, even the 0.9x dilution shows
clearly a ratio compression (Fig. 4D). This agrees with the high
conditional CV values, which represent less reproducibility
within each triplicate of each dilution experiment.
Label-free Quantitation of Cross-linked Peptides in a

Complex Background—Cross-linked peptides are generally
of low abundance because of substoichiometric cross-linking
and often, multiple cross-link options for individual residues.
This makes the detection of cross-linked peptides especially
challenging as sample complexity increases. To probe the
limits of our DIA-QCLMS workflow, we used tryptic E. coli
lysate as a complex matrix, added to our dilution series at a
1:1 wt/wt ratio for the 1� dilution and respectively in 10-fold
excess for our 0.1� dilution sample. An additional challenge
to using the same DIA method as for the original dilution
series was that the gradient time was shortened from 150 min
to 85 min resulting in 7 (MS1) and 2 (MS2) data points per
peak on average. As one would expect, this reduced the
success rate at which URPs could be quantified across all
samples (58%, down from 67% across 18 samples). CV val-
ues also deteriorated to 24% for 1:1 comparisons and 34–
64% for the other dilution steps (Fig. 5A). To determine
whether changes in abundance of cross-linked residue pairs
were still distinguishable, MS1 and MS2 peak area ratios were
plotted as log2 (Fig. 5B). MS1 and MS2 peak areas are very
similar but differ notably in their expected ratios (red lines in
violin plot), likely as a result of interferences from the in-
creased sample complexity. This would also explain the
higher CV values. Increasing complexity of samples therefore
poses a challenge to quantitation success. Another explana-
tion could be an interference effect caused by co-eluting
precursors from the E. coli background (69). Adding a back-
ground library to our cross-link library and enabling interfer-
ence correction in Spectronaut, shifted the MS2 peak area

FIG. 5. Reproducibility of quantitation of unique residue pairs in
a dilution series in a matrix of tryptic E. coli lysate and using
shortened acquisition time. A, Coefficient of variation (CV) on MS2
level from median peak areas in % for each dilution step after quan-
titation, showing the reproducibility of label-free quantitation of peak
areas. Box plot whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range. B,
Log2 peak area ratios of each dilution step, showing precision of
mixing (black line) versus expected ratios (red line) on MS2 (green)
and MS1 (purple) level. C, Log2 peak area ratios of each dilution step,
showing precision of mixing (black line) versus expected ratios (red
line) on MS2 (green) and MS1 (purple) level using interference cor-
rection option in Spectronaut and a E. coli background library.
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distribution of cross-linked peptides toward low intense peak
areas (supplemental Fig. S1i), without differences in MS1 or
CV values compared with disabling interference correction
(supplemental Fig. S1h, S1g). Although this distribution shift
might have led to a closer match of peak area ratios to the
expected ratios, the effect of interference correction is not
noticeable after summing up cross-link peptides to unique
residue pairs (Fig. 5C). We wondered in how far summing up
cross-linked peptides to residue pairs influences ratio distor-
tion. Comparing data of the E. coli dilution series with and
without the Top3 approach, often used in linear proteomics
(70), showed an increase in ratio compression on MS1 (sup-
plemental Fig. S2a) as well as MS2 level (supplemental Fig.
S2b). In our case, using all available cross-linked peptides
reduced ratio compression compared with using just the three
most intense ones when quantifying residue pairs.

However, many cross-linked residue pairs could be quan-
tified, and their abundances were distinguishable between
different concentrations. Soon, the quantitation accuracy is
likely to further improve and any dependence on manual data
curation is likely to further decrease. For example, Spectronaut
12 has made progress on interference correction compared
with the Spectronaut 11 version used here (see release notes).
With enough awareness of the challenges connected to com-
plex mixture analysis, it seems possible to detect differentially
abundant cross-linked peptides in complex mixtures and hence
to successfully conduct DIA-QCLMS under such conditions.

CONCLUSION

Adapting Spectronaut for QCLMS analyses has extended
the efforts of our laboratory to expand established proteomic
quantitation software to cross-linking data, as done previously
with MaxQuant (71) and Skyline (35), following initial proof-of-
principle tests for QCLMS (24). Biognosys has added cross-
linking data to the set of experiments that are automatically
tested in each weekly build of Spectronaut to sustain optimal
support for cross-linked data in Spectronaut in the future. The
high accuracy that could be achieved, and especially the low CV
at 1:1, suggest that even small changes in protein states could
be picked up by QCLMS. DIA and Spectronaut significantly
widen the scope of potential scientific applications of QCLMS
and makes the analysis of structural states of large protein
complexes or even cellular structures now appear possible.
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ABSTRACT: Protein structures respond to changes in their
chemical and physical environment. However, studying such
conformational changes is notoriously difficult, as many
structural biology techniques are also affected by these
parameters. Here, the use of photo-crosslinking, coupled
with quantitative crosslinking mass spectrometry (QCLMS),
offers an opportunity, since the reactivity of photo-crosslinkers
is unaffected by changes in environmental parameters. In this
study, we introduce a workflow combining photo-crosslinking
using sulfosuccinimidyl 4,4′-azipentanoate (sulfo-SDA) with
our recently developed data-independent acquisition (DIA)-
QCLMS. This novel photo-DIA-QCLMS approach is then
used to quantify pH-dependent conformational changes in
human serum albumin (HSA) and cytochrome C by
monitoring crosslink abundances as a function of pH. Both proteins show pH-dependent conformational changes resulting
in acidic and alkaline transitions. 93% and 95% of unique residue pairs (URP) were quantifiable across triplicates for HSA and
cytochrome C, respectively. Abundance changes of URPs and hence conformational changes of both proteins were visualized
using hierarchical clustering. For HSA we distinguished the N−F and the N−B form from the native conformation. In addition,
we observed for cytochrome C acidic and basic conformations. In conclusion, our photo-DIA-QCLMS approach distinguished
pH-dependent conformers of both proteins.

The structure of proteins depends on their chemical and
physical environment, such as the presence of denatur-

ants, ionic strength, temperature, or pH.1−6 Studying
conformational changes as these environmental parameters
change is notoriously difficult as many methods of structural
biology are themselves affected by the same set of parameters.
We set out to investigate whether crosslinking mass
spectrometry could be employed in such settings.
The structure of proteins and protein complexes can be

revealed through crosslinking mass spectrometry (CLMS).7−13

By forming covalent bonds between the crosslinker and amino
acids, proximal amino acid residues in proteins can be
detected. Following the proteolytic digestion of a protein,
crosslinked peptides can be enriched by strong cation exchange
chromatography (SCX)14 or size exclusion chromatography
(SEC),15 for example, and identified using liquid chromatog-
raphy−mass spectrometry (LC-MS). Quantitative crosslinking
mass spectrometry reveals structural flexibility and changes in
proteins such as protein state changes including activation,
protein network, and enzyme activity regulation, complex
assembly, or protein−protein interactions.16 However, cross-
l inking with standard cross l inkers such as bis-
[sulfosuccinimidyl] suberate (BS3), which contains two NHS
groups, is influenced by parameters such as pH and
temperature. As such, it is not possible to study conformational

changes of proteins across a wide range of pH or temperature
values.
As an alternative to NHS-based crosslinkers such as BS,3

photoactivatable crosslinkers can be used in CLMS.17−20 The
crosslinking reaction is initiated by UV radiation21,22 and yields
a highly reactive carbene intermediate that can react with a
variety of groups present in amino acid side chains.23,24 Photo-
crosslinking results in more crosslinks than homo-bifunctional
NHS-based crosslinkers that are restricted to nucleophilic
groups.20 Importantly, since photo-crosslinking chemistry is
not influenced by environmental parameters, it may be used to
quantify at the residue level conformational changes of proteins
resulting from varying conditions, once the crosslinker has
been covalently linked to the protein of interest with an
inactive diazirine group.
To explore photo-crosslinking as a tool for analyzing pH-

dependent conformational changes, we used two model
proteins: human serum albumin (HSA) and bovine cyto-
chrome C. HSA and cytochrome C are known to undergo
structural changes under different pH conditions.25−28 Human
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serum albumin is the globular protein in human blood plasma
whose main ability is to bind organic and inorganic ligands.
Investigation of its denaturation is important for understanding
its function as a transporter of physiological metabolites in
blood. At least five different pH-dependent conformations have
been described for HSA.29 Cytochrome C is a small heme-
containing protein found loosely associated with the inner
membrane of mitochondria. It is an essential component of the
electron transport chain in which it carries electrons between
complexes III (coenzyme Q−cytochrome C reductase) and IV
(cytochrome C oxidase). Similarly to HSA, cytochrome C
undergoes conformational changes depending on pH con-
ditions. Alkaline pH and certain biochemical and biophysical
cellular factors induce the so-called “alkaline transition”.30,31

Conformational changes at acidic and neutral pH lead to the
interaction of cytochrome C with phospholipids.32,33

Here, we present a workflow combining photo-crosslinking
and data-independent acquisition−quantitative crosslinking
mass spectrometry (DIA-QCLMS) to study pH-dependent
conformational changes and apply it to two model proteins,
HSA and cytochrome C. We determine the differential
abundance of crosslinked residue pairs in response to different
pH conditions. Our study shows that, with use of
sulfosuccinimidyl 4,4′-azipentanoate (sulfo-SDA) as the cross-
linker, we could pinpoint regions within a protein structure
displaying pH-dependent conformational or dynamic changes.
Sulfo-SDA is a commonly used hetero-bifunctional crosslinker
containing two functional groups: an NHS ester and a diazirine
group. First, the NHS ester reacts with the amino acid residues
of a protein, followed by the loss of the diazirine group in a
second step, induced by UV light exposure.18,34 Relying on
established sulfo-SDA analyses of proteins18 and our DIA
workflow using Spectronaut,35 we expand the application
spectrum of crosslinking mass spectrometry to the wide range
of conditions found in life.

■ METHODS
Reagents. Human serum albumin (HSA) and cytochrome

C (bovine heart) were purchased individually from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The crosslinker sulfosuccini-
midyl 4,4′-azipentanoate was purchased from Thermo
Scientific Pierce (Rockford, IL, USA).
Photo-crosslinking Reaction and Sample Prepara-

tion. HSA and cytochrome C were crosslinked separately with
sulfo-SDA using a protein-to-crosslinker ratio of 1:0.5 (w/w)
(HSA, 15.1 μM:1.5 mM; cytochrome C, 85 μM:1.5 mM).
crosslinking was carried out in two stages: first, sulfo-SDA,
dissolved in crosslinking buffer (20 mM HEPES−OH, 20 mM
NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, pH 7.8) was added to the target proteins
(1 μg/μL total protein concentration) and left to react in the
dark for 50 min at room temperature. The sample was then
split into seven vials, each adjusted to a different pH, using
HCl (18.5%) to lower the pH (pH 4, 5, 6, 7) and NaOH (1
mol/L) to reach basic pH (pH 8, 9, 10). The diazirine group
was then photoactivated using ultraviolet light irradiation. A
UVP CL-1000L UV crosslinker (UVP, U.K.) at 365 nm was
utilized for photoactivation. Samples were spread onto the
inside of Eppendorf tube lids to form a thin film, placed on ice
at a distance of 5 cm from the lamp, and irradiated for 30 min
at 200,000 μJ/cm2. The resulting crosslinked HSA and
cytochrome C samples were separated by SDS-PAGE.
crosslinked monomer protein gel bands were excised, reduced,
alkylated, and digested using trypsin, as previously described.36

Resulting peptides were extracted from gel bands using 80%
(v/v) acetonitrile (ACN) and concentrated to a final ACN
content of nominally 5% (v/v) using a Vacufuge concentrator
(Eppendorf, Germany). Tryptic peptides were desalted using
C18−StageTips37 and eluted with 80% (v/v) ACN and 0.1%
(v/v) TFA prior to mass spectrometric analysis. Peptides were
dried in the Vacufuge concentrator and resuspended in 2%
(v/v) ACN and 0.1% (v/v) formic acid (FA) to a final protein
concentration of 0.75 μg/μL.

Data Acquisition. LC-MS/MS analysis was performed
using a quadrupole/linear ion trap/Orbitrap tribrid mass
spectrometer (Orbitrap Fusion Lumos, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, California, USA) with a “high/high” acquisition
strategy (high resolution on MS1 and MS2). A 1.5 μg amount
of peptides was injected for data-dependent acquisition (DDA)
and data-independent acquisition (DIA) experiments. The
peptide separation was carried out on an EASY-Spray column
(50 cm × 75 μm i.d., PepMap C18, 2 μm particles, 100 Å pore
size, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany). Peptides were
separated using a 85 min gradient and analyzed in DDA
mode as previously described.38 In short, mobile phase A
consisted of water and 0.1% (v/v) formic acid (FA) and
mobile phase B consisted of 80% (v/v) ACN and 0.1% (v/v)
FA. Peptides were loaded onto the column with 2% buffer B at
0.3 μL/min flow rate and eluted at 0.25 μL/min flow rate with
the following gradient: 75 min linear increase from 2 to 37.5%
mobile phase B followed by 7 min increase from 37.5 to 47.5%,
and 3 min from 47.5 to 95% mobile phase B. Precursor ions
were detected in the Orbitrap at 120 K resolution in the m/z
range 400−1600. Ions with charge states from 3+ to 7+ were
selected for fragmentation by high energy collision dissociation
(HCD) and detected in the Orbitrap at 30,000 resolution.39 In
DIA mode, precursor ions were acquired using an MS1 master
scan (m/z range, 400−1200; maximum injection time, 60 ms;
automatic gain control (AGC) target, 4 × 105; detector,
Orbitrap; resolution, 60,000), following 66 DIA scans for MS2
within a fragmentation range of m/z 120−1200 using an
isolation window width of m/z 12 and a maximum injection
time of 50 ms. Ions in the selected m/z window were isolated
in the quadrupole, fragmented using HCD (normalized
collision energy, 30%), and detected in the Orbitrap at 30K
resolution.

Identification of crosslinked Peptides. The raw mass
spectrometric data files were processed into peak lists and
converted to mgf files using MSconvert (v. 3.0.9576).40 Xi (v.
1.6.731)41 was used for database searches. The database
comprised the sequences of HSA (UniProt ID, P02768),
cytochrome C (P62894) separately, and the reverse sequence
of each of these proteins as decoys. Search parameters were as
follows: MS tolerance, 6 ppm; MS/MS tolerance, 10 ppm;
enzyme, trypsin; missed cleavages, 3; crosslinker, SDA; fixed
modification, carbamidomethylation of cysteine; variable
modification, oxidation of methionine and modification by
SDA (SDA, SDA-loop, SDA-alkene, SDA-oxid, SDA-hydro)
with SDA reaction specificity at lysine, serine, threonine,
tyrosine, and N-termini of proteins for the NHS-ester group.
Diazirines react with all amino acid residues in proteins.18,20 In
a crosslink analysis, the false discovery rate (FDR) can be
calculated on different information levels: peptide-spectrum
matches (PSMs), peptide pairs, residue pairs (RPs), and
protein pairs.42 Here, we considered residue-pair FDR, which
was estimated using xiFDR (v. 1.0.22.46)42 following the
equation valid for heterobifunctional crosslinkers:43
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FDR = (TD − DD)/TT,43 where TT is the number of
observed target−target matches, TD the number of observed
target−decoy matches, and DD the number of decoy−decoy
matches. Filtering was applied to only use crosslink PSMs
within proteins. Identification with 5% residue-pair FDR was
accepted for quantitation.
Creation of Crosslinked Spectral Library and Quanti-

tation. Quantitation was performed at MS1 and MS2 levels
using Spectronaut (version 12.0.20491.13).44,45 The spectral
library of crosslinked peptides was introduced as a .csv file
using xiDIA-library as previously described.46 In short, xiDIA-
library (an open source collaborative initiative available in the
GitHub repository https://github.com/Rappsilber-
Laboratory/xiDIA-library) was used to extract the top 10
crosslink-containing fragments and the top 10 linear ones by
the intensity of b- or y-ion signals in the m/z range of 300−
1400. The library was imported as an external library. Protein
modifications were defined manually in addition to a default
list of modifications in Spectronaut: SDA-loop (82.04 Da),
SDA-alkene (68.06 Da), SDA-oxid (98.04 Da), SDA-hydro
(100.05 Da), and SDA-N2 (110.05 Da).47,48 MS1 and MS2
filtering was done following the Spectronaut 12 manual with
the following deviations: quantitation tab, interference
correction unticked; minor (peptide) grouping, by modified
sequence; major group top N unticked and minor group top N
ticket (maximum, 6; minimum, 1); minor group quantity,
mean precursor quantity, decoy method was set to
“scrambled”. Normalized data (local normalization49 option)
with a q-value of 0.01 (comparable to 1% FDR) were exported
from Spectronaut to integrate feature-level quantitation data
into residue-level data using a top 3 approach.
For each unique residue pair (URP), pH dependency was

assessed by a single-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test
against the null hypothesis that the mean is equal in all groups.
After applying the Benjamini−Hochberg multiple testing
correction, URPs displaying p-values < 0.05 in the ANOVA
test were selected. Using this criterion, 137 of the 742 unique
residue pairs (URPs) in the HSA data set were found to
display pH-dependent behavior, while, in the cytochrome C

data set, 87 of the 300 URPs were selected for further analysis.
Once this filtering step was applied, direct comparison between
pH series was performed using normalized crosslink
abundance (XLnorm), obtained by

XL
XL XL

XL XLnorm
pH min

max min
=

−
− (1)

where XLpH is the median crosslink abundance of a URP at a
given pH, XLmin is the minimum median abundance of the
same crosslink across the pH series, and XLmax is its maximum.
This results in the normalization of each URP abundance
between 0 and 1. The data processing was performed in the
statistical language R, and the subsequent hierarchical
clustering analysis was performed using the heatmap.2
function.50

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spectral Library and Library Quality. We generated a

library of fragmentation spectra for data-independent acquis-
ition (DIA) analysis using data-dependent acquisition (DDA).
We analyzed two proteins, HSA and cytochrome C, each
crosslinked separately in solution using sulfo-SDA (Figure 1a).
The sulfo-SDA reaction comprised two steps: first, the NHS-
ester functionality was reacted with the proteins at room
temperature and pH 7.8. Under these conditions, NHS-esters
react efficiently with lysine, serine, threonine, and tyrosine side
chains and the N-termini of proteins. The samples were then
split into seven aliquots, and the pH was adjusted to pH 4−10
in steps of one pH unit; in the second step, the diazirine
functionality was activated by UV light at 365 nm. The carbene
radical intermediate generated by diazirine activation efficiently
reacts with all amino acid residues.18 Proteins were then
subjected to SDS-PAGE and protein monomer bands were
excised for trypsin digestion to prevent crosslinks between
proteins from entering our analysis. To generate spectral
libraries, each pH condition was individually analyzed in
triplicates (totaling 21 runs at 2 h each, per protein) by LC-MS
using a “high−high” (high-resolution MS1 and MS2) strategy
and DDA (Figure 1b). For quantitation, each pH condition

Figure 1. Label-free DIA-based UV crosslinking quantitation workflow. (a) Sample preparation workflow using sulfo-SDA as the UV-activatable
crosslinker. First, the NHS ester group reacts with amino acid residues of the model proteins HSA and cytochrome C to decorate the proteins with
diazirine groups. After pH adjustment in the range from 4 to 10, the diazirine group is activated to form links within proteins, induced by UV light
exposure. Differential abundances of crosslinks can be monitored using a hierarchical clustering. (b) crosslink quantitation workflow (DIA-
QCLMS) using Spectronaut for quantitation. pH-adjusted samples are acquired in DDA mode to create a spectral library, followed by DIA mode
sampling to generate quantitation data sets.
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was analyzed in triplicates and acquired DIA mode. Protein-
specific spectral libraries were then generated using xiDIA-
library (Müller et al.46 and Methods) and, in total, at 5%
residue-pair FDR, comprised 754 URPs, 1655 precursors, and
22808 fragments for the HSA data set and 305 URPs, 1660
precursors, and 17077 fragments for the cytochrome C data
set. In comparison, a previous analysis of sulfo-SDA−
crosslinked HSA reported 726 URPs at 5% residue-pair
FDR, acquiring 48 runs.20 We selected the top 10 crosslink-
containing fragments and the top 10 linear ones by the
intensity of b- or y-ion signals for library creation. All URPs
from the HSA spectral library were covered by crystallographic
protein models, with 662 falling below 25 Å and 92 (12%)
above. All 305 URPs form the cytochrome C library resulted in
299 below 25 Å and 6 (2%) above. Importantly, the reference
structures were solved at a single pH value while the crosslink
data derived from seven different pH values. Both proteins
change their conformation in response to pH change,29,33 and
we therefore expect some mismatch between our data and the
reference structures.
Quantitation was performed at MS1 and MS2 levels using

Spectronaut (version 12.0.20491.13).44,45 The spectral library
of crosslinked peptides was introduced as a .csv file using the
“Set up a DIA Analysis from File” wizard in the Analysis tab.
Following the automated quantitation of crosslinked peptides,
the data set was exported using the Report tab. The identified-
to-quantified ratios for the HSA and cytochrome C data sets
were 93% (744 out of 797) and 95% (300 out of 315),
respectively.
Our raw data, peak files, and results files are accessible in the

ProteomeXchange51 Consortium via the PRIDE52 partner
repository.
pH-Induced Changes of HSA Structure. Human serum

albumin (HSA) undergoes several conformational changes
when experiencing a change in either pH, temperature, salt
content in the environment, or the concentration of the
protein itself.29 Four isomers of the normal form (N-form, pH
6−7) are known from previous studies.53 Within a pH range
between 4.5 and 2.7, HSA transforms into the fast form (F-
form), below 2.7 it transforms into the expanded form (E-
form), and in the basic region from pH 8 to 10 it takes on the
basic transition form (B-form) and the aged form (A-
form).29,53 Fluorescence measurements, acidic/base titrations,
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) have already been
applied to indirectly characterize changes in the N → B
transition.1,53−56 Previous studies proposed that the N → B
transition of HSA is comparable with the transition caused by
the binding of fatty acids (e.g., small rotation of domains I and
III relative to domain II29,57,58). Binding sites of HSA are
shown in Figure 2. We confirmed our ability to generate
distinct structural forms of HSA by changing pH conditions as
was previously reported,59 using CD spectroscopy (data not
shown).
To investigate the structural differences of HSA in different

pH conditions, we crosslinked HSA using sulfo-SDA and
quantified the abundance of the individual crosslinks. HSA was
crosslinked in different pH conditions, separated by SDS-
PAGE, digested in gel using trypsin, and then underwent DIA-
LC-MS/MS analysis. Automated quantitation was performed
in Spectronaut using our DDA-generated spectral library
described above. Normalized data (see Methods) were
exported to visualize differences in peak areas of unique
residue pairs (URPs) for each pH condition by hierarchical

clustering (Figure 3b) based on the changes in normalized
median abundance of each URP data series. We applied a
cutoff to group the data into the four highest level clusters and
to display the pH-dependent abundance of a representative
residue pair for each cluster (Figure 3a). The clusters therefore
classify URPs based on their pH-dependent relative
abundance.
URPs corresponding to close the distances of domains I−III

are mainly sorted into cluster 3, which comprises URPs whose
maximum abundance is at neutral pH. This is loosened by a
shift to acidic conditions as seen by URPs sorted into cluster 4
with a maximum at pH 4. Cluster 4 shows fewer links between
domains I and III compared to cluster 3 (pH 7), and a distance
distribution that does not satisfy the model of HSA under
neutral conditions, as evidenced by the higher proportion of
overlength crosslinks. This is consistent with other charac-
terized motions of the protein such as a separation or rotation
of the two domains, possibly to capture or release ligands by
entering different compartments. HSA is known as a carrier
molecule and hence several binding sites provide interactions
with ligands (Figure 2). Sudlow’s side I, in domain IIA, is
mostly responsible for interactions with bulky heterocyclic
anions, while Sudlow’s side II, located in subdomain IIIA,
mainly binds aromatic carboxylates.57,58 Several fatty acid (FA)
binding sites (FA1−7) provide the transportation abilities of
fatty acids from adipose tissue. Previous studies could show a
rotation of domain I relative to domain II due to the binding of
FAs to Sudlow’s side I, and movement of Tyr150 to interact
with the carboxylate moiety of the lipid. An extensive
rearrangement of H-bonds involving Try150, Glu153,
Gln196, His242, Arg257, and His288 is the consequence.
Additionally, binding of diazepam to Sudlow’s side II is
accompanied by a rotation of Leu387 and Leu453 in domain
III and consequent side chain movement to encourage drug
binding.57,60 Both effects may also be linked to acidic pH
conditions and explain the loss of connection between domains
I and III at pH 4, compared to the highly crosslinked domains
I−III connection at pH7.
URPs in clusters 1−2 have their maximum abundance at

basic pH. Cluster 2 is a cluster comprising a small number of
residue pairs with a maximum at pH 10 that are mostly located
within domain I and between domains I and II. Moreover, the

Figure 2. Overview of the domain structure, ligand binding sites, and
key residues involved in conformational changes of human serum
albumin (HSA) using chain A of the PDB structure 1AO6 (blue,
residues referring to the basic transition; red, acidic transition; orange,
binding site of diazepam in Sudlow-site II; gray, domain I; sand,
domain II; dark gray, domain III).
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observed distance distribution of cluster 2 deviates from the
expected distance distribution of SDA in HSA, consistent with
a conformational change of the protein at pH 10. Cluster 1
shows URPs with maxima at pH 9, including crosslinks in
domain I and domains II and III. Especially notable is domain
I containing His9, His67, His105, and His146, which is heavily
crosslinked at pH 8, 9, and 10 (Figure 3c). Previous
mutagenesis studies show that His9, His67, His105, His146,
and His128 contribute to basic transition.56 Increasing the pH
results in deprotonation of residues with a pKa value lower
than 9.0, thus triggering the N → B transition.54 crosslinks
enriched in basic conditions also fell into domain III, which is
in line with previous reports of changes in this domain during
the N → B transition.53 The basic transition process was
previously described as a structural fluctuation or loosening of
human serum albumin including loss of rigidity.57 Overall, our
data agree with this as we observed equilibrium states with
multiple minima rather than distinct conformation states with
just one minimum.
pH-Induced Changes of Cytochrome C Structure.

Given its small size, cytochrome C (105 amino acids, 11 kDa)
provides an ideal test case for our method of investigating
conformational changes in a system of low complexity. The
protein was treated as described for HSA. The results of
hierarchical clustering are shown in Figure 4b. We applied a
cutoff to group the data into the three highest level clusters and

to display the pH-dependent abundance of a representative
residue pair for each cluster (Figure 4a).
Cluster 1 includes residue pairs which have a maximum at

pH 4, cluster 2 at pH 9, and cluster 3 at pH 6−8. The alkaline
transition in cytochrome C is described by crosslinks in cluster
2. Links in this cluster are enriched in helix regions 2 (51−55),
3 (62−68), and 4 (72−75) and surrounding Ω-loops, which
could indicate flexibility of the protein induced by pH (Figure
4c and Figure 5d). The high crosslinking density in helix
regions 2 (51−55), 3 (62−68), and 4 (72−75) and
surrounding Ω-loops is in line with previous studies analyzing
the alkaline-transition of cytochrome C,31 which show that
Met80 is replaced as a ligand of Fe in the heme group with the
ε-amino group of a neighboring lysine residue or other
surrogate ligands. The change in ligand is thought to increase
access of peroxides to the heme center and thus increase the
peroxidase activity of cytochrome C.33 The peroxidase activity
is critical for translocating cytochrome C from mitochondria
into the cytoplasm and nucleolus at the onset of apoptosis.61,62

Additionally, conformational changes induced by a basic pH
lead to the interaction of cytochrome C with cardiolipin, which
influences homeostasis and stress response in cells.63,64

In neutral and acidic conditions (clusters 1 and 3), crosslinks
are distributed over the entire protein but more frequently
between helix regions 5 (89−102) and 3 (62−68) including
interconnecting Ω-loops (Figure 4c). crosslinks with high
abundance at pH 4 and 5 are combined in Figure 5b to

Figure 3. Hierarchical clustering of normalized median abundance of quantified unique residue pairs (URPs) in HSA. (a) MS1 abundance behavior
of representative URPs from human serum albumin (where, for example, 1e+06 represents 1 × 106). The dots show the triplicate MS1 abundance.
The line is a smoothed polynomial fit with 95% confidence interval. Representatives were selected on the basis of having features closest to the
cluster median. (b) Heat map of median abundances of URPs displaying statistically significant shifts as a function of pH (p < 0.05). Median
abundances are normalized between 0 and 1 as described in Methods. Hierarchical clustering was performed by rows: blue, cluster 1; green, cluster
2; red, cluster 3; orange, cluster 4. (c) Visualization of residue pairs corresponding to the four highest level clusters mapped on the structure of
human serum albumin (PDB accession code 1AO6). (d) Frequency plot of the euclidean distances corresponding to the URPs within each cluster
fitted to a log-normal distribution, highlighting that the crosslink distance distributions of URPs in cluster 4 and cluster 2 do not fit the model.
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represent the acidic transformation of cytochrome C. The
crosslink density is not as localized as for the alkaline
transition; nevertheless many crosslinks are concentrated
within helix region 5 (89−102), Ω-loop (40−54), and Ω-
loop (70−85). Notably, unfolding of δ-loop (40−54) is a
known trigger for the acidic transition of cytochrome C.65 The
H-bond connection between the imidazole ring of His26 and
side chain of Glu44 is disrupted at lower pH. This process
induces Met80 substitution by water and thus activates the
acidic unfolding pathway of cytochrome C, which would allow
crosslinking within the whole protein. Interestingly, the normal
form (pH 6−7) shows just a few characteristic crosslinks. This
could be linked to the presence of the heme group in the
center of the protein, which might sterically interfere with
crosslinking (Figure 5c).

■ CONCLUSION

In this study, we demonstrate that protein structure can be
analyzed under different pH conditions through the use of
photo-crosslinking mass spectrometry. Thus, structural
changes in proteins can be monitored across a wide range of
environmental changes, including pH as shown here, but
presumably also temperature, pressure, or concentration. Using
standard crosslinkers, this would not be possible as the
traditionally employed chemistry is itself influenced by these
environmental factors. For standard crosslinkers, changes in
crosslink abundance can therefore be linked to a changed
structure or to a changed reactivity. These restrictions do not

Figure 4. Hierarchical clustering of normalized median abundance of quantified unique residue pairs (URPs) in cytochrome C. (a) MS1 abundance
behavior of representative URPs from cytochrome C (where, for example, 1.5e+06 represents 1.5 × 106). The dots show the triplicate MS1
abundance. The line is a smoothed polynomial fit with 95% confidence interval. Representatives were selected on the basis of having features
closest to the cluster median. (b) Heat map of median abundances of URPs displaying statistically significant shifts as a function of pH (p < 0.05).
Median abundances are normalized between 0 and 1 as described in Methods. Hierarchical clustering was performed by rows: blue, cluster 1; red,
cluster 2; green, cluster 3. (c) Visualization of residue pairs corresponding to the three highest level clusters onto the structure of cytochrome C
(PDB accession code 2b4z).

Figure 5. Unique residue pairs matching the PDB (2b4z) crystal
structure of cytochrome C. (a) Known residues, helix, and loop
regions triggering alkaline and acidic conformational changes in
cytochrome C (red, acidic transition; blue, alkaline transition; black,
heme group). (b) Residue pairs having maximum abundance at pH ≤
5, corresponding to the acidic form of cytochrome C (red, links below
the distance limit of 25 Å; blue, links longer than 25 Å). (c) Residue
pairs having maximum abundance at pH 6−7, corresponding to the
neutral form (red, links below the distance limit of 25 Å; blue, links
longer than 25 Å). (d) Residue pairs having maximum abundance at
pH ≥ 8, corresponding to the alkaline form (red, links below the
distance limit of 25 Å; blue, links longer than 25 Å).
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apply to photochemistry, allowing us to probe protein
structures here over a pH range from 4 to 10. Although
crosslinking involves labeling a protein and thus artifacts
cannot be excluded, the overall fold appears to be
maintained.66 It will be exciting to see whether our photo-
DIA-QCLMS workflow can also be adapted to reveal structural
changes induced by environmental parameters within cells.
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Abstract 
Quantitative crosslinking mass spectrometry (QCLMS) reveals structural details of protein 
conformations in solution. QCLMS can benefit from data-independent acquisition (DIA), which 
maximises accuracy, reproducibility and throughput of the approach. This DIA-QCLMS 
protocol comprises of three main sections: sample preparation, spectral library generation and 
quantitation. The DIA-QCLMS workflow supports isotope-labelling as well as label-free 
quantitation strategies, uses xiSEARCH for crosslink identification, and xiDIA-Library to create 
a spectral library for a peptide-centric quantitative approach. We integrated Spectronaut, a 
leading quantitation software, to analyse DIA data. Spectronaut supports DIA-QCLMS data to 
quantify crosslinks. It can be used to reveal the structural dynamics of proteins and protein 
complexes, even against a complex background. In combination with photoactivatable 
crosslinkers (photo-DIA-QCLMS), the workflow can increase data density and better capture 
protein dynamics due to short reaction times. Additionally, this can reveal conformational 
changes caused by environmental influences that would otherwise affect crosslinking itself, 
such as changing pH conditions. 
 
Introduction 
The structure of proteins and protein complexes can be investigated by crosslinking mass 
spectrometry (CLMS) [1–6] (also abbreviated as CL–MS, XL–MS, CX–MS or CXMS). The 
approach reveals amino acid residue pairs that are proximal in space by using a crosslinker 
of known length to form covalent bonds between them. The proteins are then proteolytically 
digested, crosslinked peptides are detected and crosslinked residue pairs are identified by 
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) paired with database searching.  

While a protein’s function is linked to its three-dimensional structure, these structures 
are intrinsically dynamic and can change [7,8]. This also influences the yield of individual 
crosslinks which is exploited in an approach termed quantitative crosslinking mass 
spectrometry (QCLMS, also abbreviated as QXL-MS) [9]. When a protein changes its 
conformation, the distance between its residue pairs may also change, as well as their solvent 
exposure or orientation towards each other. These changes affect the yield of crosslinks [10]. 
Detecting changing yields is challenging and requires sensitive instruments in addition to 
adequate quantitation software as crosslinks tend to be of low abundance in the peptide 
mixture. Nevertheless, QCLMS is evolving into a complementary tool to traditional structural 
techniques [3] and has benefited from recent methodological advances. As in linear 
quantitative proteomics, QCLMS studies comprise two major quantitative strategies: isotope 
labeling and label-free (LFQ) approaches. To date, QCLMS has been used in a wide range of 
application cases [9] with isotope label-based strategies used more widely. However, label-
free approaches are attracting increased interest. They do not require isotope-labelled 
crosslinkers, isotope-labelled proteins or isotope-labelling of peptides. Not relying on isotope 
labels reduces the initial investment in reagents of an experiment. However, conducting the 
experiment and analysis reproducibly becomes more important.  

Currently, QCLMS analysis mainly relies on data-dependent acquisition (DDA). 
Quantitation in DDA mode is usually performed using extracted ion intensities of the 
unfragmented peptides (MS1). The first studies that established QCLMS to quantify structural 
changes used this approach [11,12] and the reproducibility of CLMS was shown to be in line 
with the general reproducibility of proteomics [13]. However, DDA mode is poorly 
reproducibility for low abundance proteins and their peptides [14–16], which negatively 
influences quantitation results, especially for the frequently low abundance crosslinks. 
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Accuracy and reproducibility of QCLMS analysis can be improved by data-independent 
acquisition (DIA) [17]. DIA is an acquisition method that combines high throughput of DDA 
with the sensitivity of targeted acquisition methods (selected, parallel or multiple reaction 
monitoring; SRM, PRM, MRM) [18–20]. 
DIA workflows in general fall into two basic strategies: peptide-centric [15] and spectrum-
centric analysis [21,22]. In both strategies, precursor and fragment quantities are extracted 
from DIA data using a spectral library and retention time. In peptide-centric workflows, spectral 
libraries are acquired in DDA mode using either the same sample as for the DIA acquisitions 
or fractionated samples to increase the size of the library. In spectrum-centric workflows, 
spectral libraries are generated directly from the DIA data. MS1 and MS2 level information are 
aligned by retention time and combined in groups to generate pseudo-DDA spectra. These 
pseudo spectra are used to generate the spectral library for DIA quantitation. Although a 
spectrum-centric approach offers discovery-like DIA quantitation, it is not yet established for 
crosslinking data. This protocol therefore focuses on the peptide-centric DIA approach. 
 
Protocol development 
General considerations 
Here we describe a detailed and automated DIA-QCLMS protocol using a peptide-centric 
approach. Label-free or labeling strategies can be combined with this workflow. We particularly 
focus on the DIA method optimisation and software part of the workflow. Sample preparation 
and enrichment strategies for crosslinking experiments are described in detail by Chen et al. 
2019 [23]. Our workflow comprises three modules: sample preparation for quantitative 
crosslinking, spectral library generation and quantitation of crosslinks using DIA (Fig. 1). Note 
that this protocol uses but is not dependent on xiSEARCH for the identification of crosslinks; 
other identification software are also compatible. 
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Fig.1: Data-independent quantitative crosslinking mass spectrometry workflow comprising 
three main modules: sample preparation, spectral library generation and quantitation. 
 
In QCLMS studies, the interpretation of structural changes are based on the signal intensity 
(peak area) of individual crosslinks (unique residue pairs; URPs). A unique residue pair 
designates a given combination of two residues that is counted only once, regardless of how 
many times it was detected as crosslinked in the analysis. Importantly, unique residue pairs 
are often supported by several different peptide pairs, which are in turn frequently supported 
by multiple peptide-spectrum matches (PSMs). To obtain the quantitation value for a URP, we 
take the median signal intensities of all its supporting crosslinked PSMs. In standard 
quantitative proteomics, this corresponds to combining peptide signals to a protein value [24]. 
It is worth noting that using a TopN approach for summing up crosslinked peptides to URPs 
leads to inaccurate quantitative values [17]. It is more accurate to use all supporting 
crosslinked PSMs for a UPR instead of just a subset.  
In recent years, significant progress in software development for QCLMS workflows have 
pushed the field forward [23,25]. Several software packages like xTract [26], MassChroQ [27], 
pQuant [28], XiQ [11], Skyline [13,29], Pinpoint [10] and MaxQuant [30] support crosslink 
quantitation on MS1 level in DDA data. Quantitation signals of crosslinked peptides are 
matched between MS runs through retention time alignment (match between runs), which 
increases the completeness of quantitative data sets. However, currently only Skyline provides 
an interface for easy and fast visualisation, and correction of the quantitation results obtained 
by DDA. There are currently no specialised software tools for analysis of DIA-QCLMS data. 
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Spectronaut [31,32] a widely used DIA quantitation tool in standard proteomics, was adapted 
by us to analyse crosslinking data [17]. This software package offers an interface for easy 
visualisation of DIA crosslinking data, and includes adaptable quantitation setting, statistics 
and plots to analyse and explore the data. Additionally, no prior programming knowledge is 
required to use Spectronaut for QCLMS analysis. Detailed manuals and tutorials on the 
general use of Spectronaut are available on the manufacturer's website 
(https://www.biognosys.com/).  
Spectronaut requires a spectral library to extract MS1 and MS2 information from the DIA 
crosslinking data. This library can be generated from DDA data by our xiDIA-library application 
[17]. Note that xiDIA-library is an open source collaborative initiative available at its GitHub 
repository (https://github.com/Rappsilber-Laboratory/xiDIA-library). ‘Linearisation’ of 
crosslinked peptide sequences as in previous protocols using Skyline is not necessary [13]. 
xiDIA-library can generate libraries for label-free and labeling experiments. Our library 
application is written in Python and can be adapted to crosslink identification tools other than 
xiSEARCH by following the instructions provided at its GitHub repository. Once the spectral 
library has been imported into Spectronaut, it is used to align retention times using iRT [33] 
values and extract the MS1 and MS2 information for quantitation.  
 
DIA acquisition 

The optimal acquisition parameters of DIA depend on the complexity and dynamic range of 
the sample. Choosing values for all DIA parameters can be challenging. This is exasperated 
by the wide range of synonyms and method designs (e.g. WiSIM [34], pSMART [35], HRM 
[31], SWATH [15], MSX [36], overlapping windows [37]). A very instructive tutorial on general 
use of DIA in proteomics can be found at Ludwig et al. [38]. In this section, we focus on the 
main features for crosslink DIA optimisation on Orbitrap instruments: the precursor m/z range 
to cover, number of isolation windows and their widths, injection time and resolution, cycle 
time and chromatographic peak width (Fig. 2). Starting values for parameter optimisation are 
given in Tables 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 2: Optimisation scheme for data-independent acquisition (DIA) methods on Orbitrap 
instruments. a: General guideline and key parameters for DIA optimisation. b: Positive and 
negative dependencies of the key parameters (orange arrow: increasing this parameter will 
influence the next parameter negatively, blue arrow: increasing this parameter will influence 
the next parameter positively). 
 
The precursor m/z range covered in a DIA acquisition is defined by consecutive isolation 
windows with a specific window width. During chromatographic separation, the instrument 
cycles repeatedly through this set of isolation windows. This mass range is dependent on the 
sample type as well as the protease used for digestion and should ideally cover the m/z space 
of crosslinked peptides. Typically, most detected tryptic linear peptides fall within 400-1200 
m/z [15], and this generally also applies to crosslinked peptides.  

The precursor isolation window width defines a precursor m/z range that will be 
fragmented for a given MS2 scan. Precursor masses falling within an isolation window are co-
isolated and co-fragmented. Hence, the width of a window influences the selectivity, dynamic 
range and, in turn, also the sensitivity of crosslinked peptide detection. Window width is one 
of the key parameters during the DIA optimisation process. Narrow isolation windows reduce 
the number of co-isolated and hence co-fragmented precursors, which results in simpler MS2 
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spectra and reduced signal interference. However, narrow windows also increase the cycle 
time and reduce the number of data points per chromatographic peak. In contrast, choosing a 
wider isolation window allows for faster cycle times, however this increases the number of co-
fragmented precursors, resulting in convoluted MS2 spectra and lower sensitivity. Variable 
window sizes can be applied to balance the intensity distribution of precursor ions across the 
chromatographic separation and the number of co-fragmented ions. Note that this option is 
currently not available on all Orbitrap instruments.  
The time required to collect ions for the Orbitrap analysis is called ‘injection time’. This injection 
time is determined by the automatic gain control (AGC), which ensures that the mass 
spectrometer collects the desired number of ions before recording a spectrum. The user-
defined ‘maximum injection time’ limits this time and should be adjusted with respect to the 
sample complexity. Low sample complexity (e.g. single proteins) often require a higher 
injection time to fill the trap than complex samples (whole cell lysates).  
Together, the injection time, scan time (resolution), and defined window size influence the 
cycle time. The cycle time (synonyms: duty cycle, sampling rate) refers to the time that is 
needed to acquire an MS1 spectrum and its subsequent corresponding MS2 sprecra. The 
cycle time determines how often ions of the same peptide are scanned along a 
chromatographic peak. A short cycle time leads to an increased number of data points per 
chromatographic peak, which enhances the accuracy of quantitation results. It is 
recommended to use at least 6 data points per peak for quantitation. Increasing the number 
of data points per peak also enhances reconstruction of the peak shape [39]. Liquid 
chromatography performance also influences the number of data points per peak. A cycle time 
of e.g. 3 seconds is appropriate for an average peak width of 30 seconds, but LC with better 
resolution reduces the peak width and hence the data points along the chromatographic peak. 
In this case, the gradient length should be adapted instead.  
 
Table 1: Starting values for MSX-DIA method optimisation. 
 

Parameter Setting 

Isolation window 15 

Number of multiplexed ions 2 

Collision energy  30 % 

Detector type  Orbitrap 

Scan range 300-1600 

Precursor mass range 400-1200 

Max. injection time 90 ms 

AGC target 2x105 

Isolation mode  Quadrupole 

Resolution MS2 30000 

Resolution MS1 120000 
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Table 2: Starting values for fixed window DIA method optimization. 
 

Parameter Setting 

Isolation window 12 

Number of multiplexed ions 0 

Collision energy  30 % 

Detector type  Orbitrap 

Scan range 300-1600 

Precursor mass range 400-1200 

Max. injection time 50 ms 

AGC target 1x105 

Isolation mode  Quadrupole 

Resolution MS2 30000 

Resolution MS1 120000 
 
 
Applications and limitations 

QCLMS data can provide information on protein folding and interactions, and can also reveal 
regions that exhibit conformational changes. Changes in crosslinked peptide intensities can 
elucidate protein dynamics [12,25,40–43]. Studies using quantitative crosslinking mass 
spectrometry (QCLMS) have provided concepts and techniques for studying changing protein 
states [44] including activation [45], regulation of protein networks [10,40,46,47], maturation 
of complexes [41], regulation of enzyme activity [12,48,49], protein-protein interactions [50,51] 
and interactome analysis of cancer cell lines [52]. Quantitative crosslink data have also been 
applied to support structural modelling and docking experiments to generate high-resolution 
models of individual protein states [26,42,47]. Particularly for modelling of protein states, it is 
important to provide accurate and reproducible data while avoiding missing values. DIA-
QCLMS improves on DDA based quantitation data [17] and provides higher coverage and 
fewer missing values [16]. Currently, just a few studies have been published using DIA in 
conjunction with crosslinking [17,53,54]. DIA-QCLMS is capable of detecting changing 
abundances of crosslinked peptides, even with the ratio compression encountered with 
increased sample complexity [17]. In combination with photoactivatable crosslinkers, DIA-
QCLMS (photo-DIA-QCLMS) was able to distinguish pH-dependent conformers of Human 
serum albumin and Cytochrome C [54]. Although DIA-QCLMS has widened the scope of 
quantitative crosslinking in structural biology, it has been restricted by a lack of software tools 
supporting DIA crosslink data analysis. This is improving thanks to software development by 
the fast-growing DIA community. 
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Materials 
To avoid contamination during the sample preparation, it is recommended to work in a laminar 
flow hood wearing appropriate gloves and lab coat. When using highly sensitive mass 
spectrometers, sample contaminations increase the dynamic range problem, which can 
disturb spectral library matching to crosslink DIA data.  
 
Reagents 

● PAGE gel (NuPAGE Bis-Tris precast gels; Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. No. 
NP0321BOX) 

● NativePAGE™ 3-12% Bis-Tris Protein Gels (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. No. 
BN1001BOX) 

● NativePAGE™ Cathode Buffer Additive (20X) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. No. 
BN2002) 

● NativePAGE™ Running Buffer (20X) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. No. BN2001) 
● NativePAGE™ Sample Buffer (4X) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. No. BN2003) 
● NativeMark™ Unstained Protein Standard (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. No. LC0725) 
● Reagents for SDS gel electrophoresis (LDS sample buffer; MOPS SDS running buffer 

(20x); MES SDS running buffer (20x); NuPAGE , cat. No. NP0008, NP0001, NP0002, 
respectively) 

● Coomassie staining solution (InstandBlue; Expedeon, cat. No. ISB1L) 
 
 
Equipment  

● Gel electrophoresis chamber (XCell SureLock Mini-Cell electrophoresis system; 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. No. EI0001) 

● Protein LoBind sample tubes (0.5 mL and 1.5 mL; Eppendorf, cat. No. 022431064 
and 022431081) 

● Thermal mixer for 1.5 mL tubes (Eppendorf, ThermoMixer C medel) 
● Self-made C18 StageTips [55] 
● HPLC column (e.g. EASY-Spray column 50 cm x 75 µm ID, PepMap C18, 2 µm 

particles, 100 Å pore size, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) 
● 96-Well sample plate for LC-MS/MS injections (e.g. PCR microplate, cat. No. 38099 

and silicone sealing mat, cat. No. 38107; Axygen Scientific) 
● Vacuum centrifuge (e.g. Eppendorf, model No. Concentrator 5301) 
● HPLC-mass spectrometer system (e.g. Thermo Fisher Scientific, Ultimate 3500-RS 

Nano Orbitrap Fusion Lumos Tribrid) 
● 3M Empore C18 Extraction Disk (Fisher Scientific, cat. No. 14-386-2) 
● Pipettes (0.1-2 µL, 1-10 µL, 2-20 µL, 20-200 µL, 100-1000 µL, Gilson) 
● Scarpel (Cutfix disposable scalpels, Carl Roth, art. No. T988.1) 

 
 
Reagent setup 

Crosslink buffer for NHS-ester crosslinkers 

The crosslink buffer should preserve the native structure of a target protein or protein complex 
but also be compatible with the crosslinking reaction. A suitable buffer substance for NHS- 
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crosslinking is HEPES at a concentration of 20 mM. The pH of the buffer solution should be 
adjusted to 7.8 using KOH. Salts (e.g. NaCl, Mg2Cl) and other protein-stabilising reagents 
such as glycerol (up to 10% v/v) or common additives (10mM DTT, 1mM EDTA) are 
compatible with the crosslinking reaction. Buffer additives containing e.g. primary amines can 
react with the crosslinker and must be avoided.  
 
100 mM Ammonium bicarbonate (ABC, NH4HCO3) 

The 100 mM NH4CO3 stock solution needs to be diluted, using bidest water, to 50 mM prior to 
in-gel digestion. NH4HCO3 should be stored at 4°C to avoid decomposition into NH3, CO2 and 
H2O over time, following an increase in pH. 
 
Destaining solution for in-gel digestion 

The destaining solution should always be prepared fresh using MS-grade acetonitrile (ACN), 
since this solution is used to destain and clean the gel bands prior to trypsin digestion to avoid 
contamination of the sample. 30% ACN in 50 mM ABC buffer is used for lightly stained protein 
gel bands. If protein bands are heavily stained, the ACN proportion can be increased up to 
50% in ABC buffer combined with heating at 30°C.  
 
Reduction buffer, 10 mM Dithiothreitol (DTT) 

The 1 M stock solution needs to be diluted using 50 mM ABC buffer to 10 mM DTT prior to 
usage. DTT stock solutions are affected by hydrolysis, but can be stored at -20°C in small 
aliquots for up to six months. 
 
Alkylation buffer, 55 mM Iodoacetamide (IAA) 

IAA solutions for in-gel digestion should always be prepared fresh in 50 mM ABC buffer prior 
to usage. IAA is sensitive to light, therefore solutions should be stored in the dark e.g. wrapped 
in aluminum foil. 
 
Digestion buffer 

The in-gel digestion buffer should be prepared using 50 mM ABC buffer and 5% ACN (v/v). 
This buffer should always be prepared fresh. 
 
Trypsin stock 

Trypsin stock solutions can be prepared using either 0.1% (v/v) TFA or 0.1% (v/v) HCl to avoid 
self-digestion of the protease, at a concentration of 0.5 µg/µL. The stock can be stored at -
80°C in small aliquots (see also specification sheet of the chosen company). Repeated 
thawing and freezing cycles are not recommended. 
 
10% (v/v) Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) 

The TFA stock solution should be diluted using bidest water to 10% (v/v) TFA. The solution 
can be stored at room temperature.  
 
0.1% (v/v) Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) 
The 10% TFA solution should be diluted using bidest water to 0.1% (v/v) TFA. The solution 
can be stored at room temperature.  



 

 
80% (v/v) Acetonitrile (ACN) in 0.1% (v/v) Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (StageTip eluent) 

The StageTip eluent solution can be prepared by mixing ACN with 10% (v/v) TFA solution to 
a final percentage of 80% ACN and 0.1% TFA. The solution can be stored at room 
temperature. 
 
LC-MS mobile phase A 

As mobile phase A, 0.1% formic acid (FA) in water was used. This solution can be stored at 
room temperature for up to two weeks. 
 
LC-MS mobile phase B 
As mobile phase B, 80% (v/v) ACN in 0.1% formic acid (FA) was used. This solution can be 
stored at room temperature for up to two weeks. 
 
Equipment setup 
C18 StageTips 

We used self-assembled StageTips for peptide desalting. Further details are described in the 
protocol by Rappsilber et al. [55,56]. In brief, C18 Empore extraction disks were assembled in 
a 200 µL pipette tip. The number of extraction disks stacked on top of each other depend on 
protein amount in the sample. Each extraction disk has an estimated peptide-binding capacity 
of 15 µg. Several extraction disks or/and a larger disk diameter can be used to increase 
peptide loading amount. Prior to peptide loading, C18 StageTips must be freshly activated 
using methanol and equilibrated with 0.1% (v/v) TFA. The disks must be kept wet during the 
desalting process in order to prevent peptide loss. 
 
LC-MS 

A wide range of HPLC instruments in combination with high resolution reverse-phase columns 
can be used to study crosslinked peptides. Our DIA-QCLMS protocol followed a standard 
setup for bottom-up proteomics using an Ultimate 3500-RS Nano LC system coupled with a 
tribrid Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Orbitrap Fusion™ Lumos, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
California, USA). Good resolution and high reproducibility of retention times are especially 
important for studying crosslinked peptides. Therefore, we applied a commercially available 
EASY-Spray column (50 cm x 75 µm ID, PepMap C18, 2 µm particles, 100 Å pore size, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Germany) using a column temperature of 45-50°C. iRT peptides (Biognosys, 
Switzerland) were added to each sample before MS acquisition for retention time alignment 
prior to peptide quantitation. Peptides were separated using a linear 150 min gradient with 
increasing amounts of ACN. A detailed description of recommended gradients and DDA 
acquisition strategies for QCLMS can be found in Chen et al. 2019 [23]. In short, precursor 
ions were detected in the Orbitrap at 120,000 resolution using m/z range 400-1600. Ions with 
charge states from 3+ to 7+ were selected for fragmentation. Selected ions were isolated and 
fragmented by high energy collision dissociation (HCD) and detected in Orbitrap at 30K 
resolution [57].  
DDA acquisition was only used for spectral library generation. For high quality QCLMS 
analysis, we optimised DIA strategies for a reasonable amount of data points per elution peak 
(MS1 and MS2) and number of quantified-to-identified crosslinked peptides and intensity of 
crosslinked features. In our protocol, we focused on fixed window DIA strategies and 
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multiplexing DIA (MSX). For the fixed window acquisition, precursor ions were acquired using 
a MS1 master scan (m/z range: 400-1200, max. injection time: 60 ms, AGC target: 4×105, 
detector: Orbitrap, resolution: up to 120,000 K), followed by 66 DIA scans for MS2 within a 
fragmentation range of m/z 120-1200 using an isolation window width of m/z 12 and a max. 
injection time of 50 ms. Selected ions were isolated in the quadrupole, fragmented using HCD 
(normalised collision energy 30%) and detected in Orbitrap at 30,000 resolution. For the MSX 
strategy, we acquired two windows (m/z 15) in parallel across a fragmentation range of m/z 
120-1200. The injection time was set to 80 ms whereas other MS2 settings were left as for 
fixed window DIA. 
 
Software 
MSconvert, a module of the ProteoWizard Toolkit [58] (http://proteowizard.sourceforge.net) 
was used to process data into peak lists and convert raw files into mgf files. 
 
xiSEARCH [59] (https://github.com/Rappsilber-Laboratory/xiSEARCH) was used for 
identifying crosslinked peptides. 
 
xiFDR [60] (https://github.com/Rappsilber-Laboratory/xiFDR) was used for crosslink 
validation and error estimation. 
 
Preprocessing Python script (https://github.com/Rappsilber-Laboratory/preprocessing) was 
used to convert raw into mgf files and recalibrate precursor masses.  
 
xiAnnotator (https://github.com/Rappsilber-Laboratory/xiAnnotator) was used to include 
fragment annotation into the spectral library. 
 
MaxQuant [24] (https://www.maxquant.org/) was used to read out the retention time of spiked 
in iRT peptides.  
 
xiDIA-library script (https://github.com/Rappsilber-Laboratory/xiDIA-library, which is 
compatible with Python 2.7 or higher) was used to create the spectral library. 

Spectronaut v. 11 or 12 (https://biognosys.com) was used to for crosslink quantitation. 

Python v. 3.6 (https://www.python.org/) was used for data processing and visualisation of 
quantitation results. 

 

PC Hardware 
A personal computer with quad-core processor (3.2 GHz), 64-bit Windows system (Win 10) 
and 8 GB RAM was used to develop this protocol. The minimum requirements for software 
installations are 4 GB RAM and Windows XP. 4 GB enabled database searches using 
xiSEARCH to study large protein complexes or simple protein mixtures containing up to seven 
proteins. 
 
Description of procedure 
Preparative label-free quantitative crosslinking (sample preparation) 
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For optimal reactivity of the crosslinker, it is crucial to consider the right protein-to-crosslinker 
ratio, the composition of crosslinking buffer and pH dependence of the protein/protein 
complex. Detailed considerations and descriptions are reported by Chen et al. 2019 [23]. 
Ideally, the crosslinking buffer should maintain the native fold of the target protein/protein 
complex and should not interfere with the crosslink reaction. The final protein concentration of 
a crosslink reaction should aim for 0.5-1 µg/µL. Additionally, this concentration needs to be in 
consonance with the critical protein concentration of the target protein to avoid aggregation. 
The temperature and reaction time during the crosslink reaction should be adjusted to support 
stability of the target protein/protein complex, but also to minimise the hydrolysis rate of NHS-
ester groups of the crosslinker in solution. 
For label-free quantitation, a minimum of 10 µg protein is necessary to acquire DIA data in 
triplicates and construct the spectral library using DDA. If enrichment or fractionation steps are 
needed, the amount of starting material needs to be adjusted. 

1) Transfer the protein sample to crosslinking buffer, if not done during the last step of 
protein purification. Split sample into aliquots if “reaction” replicas are needed (use 15 
µg starting material in this case). Adjust the desired temperature prior to the 
crosslinking reaction (e.g. on ice at 4°C). 

2) Prepare a fresh stock of crosslinker (e.g. BS3 at 30 µg/µL) in crosslinking buffer. 
3) Dilute the crosslinker stock into each sample to reach the predetermined optimal 

protein-to-crosslinker ratio. 
4) Incubate on ice for one hour and stop the reaction using reagents that interfere with 

the crosslinker (e.g. 2.5 M ABC solution). Primary amines should be added with a 100-
fold excess to the crosslinker in order to enhance efficient quenching of the reaction. 

5) Incubate 30 min at 4°C. 
6) Mix the sample with NuPAGE LDS sample buffer (dilute the 4x sample buffer into the 

sample to reach 1x concentration). Add DTT to a final concentration of 50 mM to the 
sample and incubate for 5 min at 75-90°C. Note that high temperatures (e.g. 90°C) 
can result in precipitation of hydrophobic proteins. 

7) Load the protein samples onto the desired NuPAGE Tris-Bis gel and separate proteins 
with a constant voltage of 190 V using an appropriate running buffer (e.g. MES or 
MOPS SDS buffer). Note that lowering the voltage may reduce smearing artifacts, but 
also reduces the resolution of the separation due to “blurred” protein bands.  

8) Remove the gel from the electrophorese tank and wash with bidest water for 5 min on 
a shaker.  

9) Stain the gel using coomassie staining (e.g. IstandBlue) until protein bands are visible 
(approximately 30 min) or use silver staining for low abundance protein bands. 

10) Destain the gel using water until the protein bands stand out from the background. At 
this point, crosslinking products can be subjected to in-gel digestion. 

 
Optional: Native-gel electrophoresis for protein complexes > 200 kDa 

A. Mix the sample with NativePAGE™ Sample Buffer (dilute the 4x sample buffer into the 
sample to reach 1x concentration).  

B. Place the NativePAGE Bis-Tris Gel System into a cool cabinet (~ 4°C). 
C. Load the protein samples onto the desired NativePAGE Bis-Tris gel and apply a 

voltage of 120 V for about 30 min for gentle migration of the complex into the gel. 
Separate the proteins using a constant voltage of 160 V for ~ 3h and an appropriate 
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anode and cathode buffer (e.g. NativePAGE™ Running Buffer (20x) and 
NativePAGE™ Cathode Buffer Additive (20X)) 

D. Remove the gel from the electrophorese tank and wash with bidest water for 5 min on 
a shaker.  

E. Place gel in fixing solution (40% Methanol, 10% acetic acid) and incubate for 30 min. 
Stain the gel using coomassie staining (~ 30 min). 

F. Destain the gel using water or 8% acetic acid until the protein bands stand out from 
the background. At this point, crosslinking products can be subjected to in-gel 
digestion. 
 

In-gel digestion of crosslinked protein bands  

To minimise peptide loss during digestion, LoBind tubes should be used from step 21 on. 

11) Excise desired crosslinked protein bands using a scalpel. 
12) Transfer the complete band into a 1.5 mL reaction tube and wash the gel band by 

adding bidest water. The volume of liquid should always cover the gel bands. Incubate 
the sample for 10 min. in a ThermoMixer at RT and 700 rpm. Remove the supernatant 
after incubation. Repeat this step.  

13) Add the destaining solution until gel bands are covered with solution and incubate at 
RT and 700 rpm for 20 min. Discard the supernatant and repeat this step until gel 
bands are completely destained.  

14) Add pure ACN until the gel bands are covered and incubate for at least 10 min at RT 
and 700 rpm. Gel bands will shrink during this process (white colour of the bands 
indicate successful destaining). Discard the supernatant. Dehydration of the gel bands 
is important to increase the reaction interface of the gel after rehydration with reduction 
or alkylation solution. Some protocols even recommend shrinking the gel bands further 
using a Vacufuge Concentrator. 

15) Add the same volume of reduction buffer as used during the washing steps. Incubate 
at 50°C and 700 rpm for 30 min. Incubation with reduction solution will rehydrate the 
gel pieces by absorbing the solution. Complete hydration will increase the reaction 
interface and hence enhance the reduction of disulphide bonds of the protein by DTT. 
Discard the supernatant. 

16) Add pure ACN to shrink and clean the gel bands prior to the alkylation step. Incubate 
at RT and 700 rpm for at least 10 min (gel bands need to dry before adding alkylation 
solution). Discard the supernatant. 

17) Add the same volume of alkylation buffer as used during the washing steps. Incubate 
at RT and 700 rpm in the dark (IAA is light sensitive!) for 30 min. This step will alkylate 
the thiol group of cysteine side chains. Discard the supernatant afterwards. 

18) Add destaining buffer to wash the gel bands. Incubate at RT (23°C) and 700 rpm for 
at least 10 min. Discard the supernatant. Cut the gel bands within the reaction tube 
into small cubes using a scalpel or a small spatula. 

19) Add pure ACN to shrink the gel bands. Incubate at RT and 700 rpm for at least 10 min. 
Discard the supernatant. 

20) Prepare the digestion solution on ice by adding trypsin to the digestion buffer. The 
amount of trypsin depends on the amount of protein in the sample. A final protease to 
protein ratio of 1:20 to 1:100 (w/w) is recommended. Incubate at 37°C and 700 rpm 
overnight (~ 15 h).  



 

21) Collect the supernatant after overnight digestion and transfer it to a LoBind tube 
(extract tube). 

22) Add 80% (v/v) ACN in 0.1% (v/v) TFA to the gel pieces until they are covered with 
liquid and incubate for 20-30 min at RT and 700 rpm. This step will increase the 
extraction yield of peptides through enhanced diffusion from the gel to the supernatant. 
Additionally, reducing the pH using TFA will stop trypsin digestion as well as self-
digestion of the protease to avoid dilution of target peptides with linear tryptic peptides. 
Collect the supernatant and transfer it to the extraction tube. 

23) Add pure ACN to shrink the gel pieces completely. Incubate for 10 min at RT and 700 
rpm. Collect the supernatant and transfer it to the extraction tube. 

24) Reduce the final ACN proportion of the extract to less than 5% using a vacuum 
concentrator to support optimal binding of crosslinked peptides to the C18 StageTip 
column.  

25) Add 0.1% (v/v) TFA to adjust pH of the extract to 3 prior to the desalting. For a detailed 
description of desalting using StageTips, follow the published protocol of Rappsilber et 
al. 2007 [55].  

 
LC-MS/MS analysis 

26) Elute desalted crosslinked peptides from the C18 StageTip column using 20 µL 
StageTip eluent (Reagent setup) into a LoBind tube. Repeat this step once to a final 
volume of 40 µL. Dry down the peptides completely using a vacuum concentrator at 
45 or 60°C. 

27) Resuspend crosslinked peptides using 2% (v/v) ACN in 0.1% (v/v) FA. Adjust the final 
concentration according to your peptide amount to get 0.5-1 µg peptides per injection. 

28) Analyse the sample using LC-MS/MS as described in the equipment setup section. 2 
µL (1 µg) of peptides is injected for each DDA and DIA acquisition. The injection 
volume can be adjusted according to individual LC setups. 

 
Crosslinked peptide identification and spectral library generation 

Use the whole set of DDA acquisitions, including all replica, for crosslinked peptide 
identification. In general, any available crosslink identification tool can be used for spectral 
library generation. Note that this protocol focuses on xiSEARCH and provides a detailed 
description on how to setup the pipeline using tools from the Rappsilber laboratory.  

29) Optional: download the preprocessing Python script from GitHub (see Software 
section) and follow the setup instructions for the preprocessing tool. 

30) Copy your raw files into the folder called “rawfiles” and insert your desired fasta file into 
the global folder. Rename your fasta file to “DATABASE” in order to use the original 
batch file (“command_dev”). If you don't want to rename your fasta file, change the 
name in “command_dev” by opening the batch file using an editor tool. If the target 
sample contains several proteins, combine all fasta files into a single file. 

31) Execute the “command_dev” file to start the preprocessing. Results will be collected in 
the “processed” folder. 

32) Steps 29-31 are optional and can be replaced by simply opening MSConvert and 
converting raw files to mgf. Select “Peak Picking” in filter options in profile mode during 
MS2 acquisition. 

33) Set up xiSEARCH on a PC as described on GitHub or in Chen et al. 2019 [23]. 
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34) Open xiSEARCH, go to the “Peak Lists” tab, click the select button and select all 
recalibrated or non-recalibrated mgf files.  

35) Go to the “Fasta Files” tab and upload the desired fasta file. 
36) All search parameters can be set up in the “Config” tab. Search for the parameters you 

want to change by pressing Ctrl+F. The Config is set up by default for BS3 but contains 
descriptions on how to set up other crosslinkers. Detailed parameters are listed in 
Table 3.  

37) Define the directory for results in the “Run” tab and press “Start”. Results are saved as 
a .csv file. 
 
Table 3: Parameters for database search for crosslink identification using XiSeach. 

Parameter Settings 

Digest Trypsin\P 

missedcleavages: 3 

MINIMUM_PEPTIDE_LENGTH: 6 

tolerance:precursor: 6 ppm (adjust according to instrument 
performance) 

tolerance:fragment: 20 ppm (adjust according to instrument 
performance) 

crosslinker: BS3 

modification:fixed: Carbamidomethyl (C) 

modification:variable: Oxidation (M), crosslinker modifications 

fragment: b-, y-, precursor-ions 

loss: -CH3SOH, -H2O, -NH3 

missing_isotope_peaks: 3 (adjust according to instrument 
performance) 

 
38) Open xiFDR [60] and navigate to the “CSV” tab within the “Input” tab. Import the result 

file from xiSEARCH by pressing the “...” button. 
39) Navigate to the “FDR Settings” tab and choose the desired FDR settings. Detailed 

settings can be changed by selecting “complete FDR”. A 1% or 5% link level FDR is 
commonly used. Start FDR calculations by pressing “Calculate”. 

40) A summary of the results is displayed in the “Result” tab. Export the results by using 
the “CSV/TSV” tab, selecting an output path, a name for the file and clicking the “Write” 
button. It is also recommended to convert the resulting file to mzIdentML for 
publication. Results can be visualised and explored using xiVIEW by uploading the 
resulting .csv file to https://xiview.org/xiNET_website/index.php. Follow the instructions 
on the website to ensure correct importing.  

41) Download the xiDIA-library tool and follow the instructions on GitHub for installation 
and setup. Open the Python script called “create_spectronaut_lib.py” and “config.py”. 
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Modify the config file according to the GitHub instructions and save it. If a labeled 
experiment was performed, set “label_experiment” to True and specify the labeled 
settings. 

42) Select the “*_PSM_xiFDR*” file from your xiFDR results and copy it to the directory 
specified under “psm_csv_path = baseDir + "psm_csv/"”. 

43) Convert all DDA raw files, used in xiSEARCH, to mzML files and copy the files to the 
directory specified under “mzml_path = baseDir + "mzml/"”. 

44) In order to calculate iRT values for each identified crosslinked peptide, determine the 
retention time of iRT peptides within DDA runs. Perform a linear search using 
MaxQuant (default setting) and the iRT fasta file from Biogosys. Skyline can be also 
used to obtain the retention times from iRT peptides in DDA runs. Plot the retention 
time of iRT peptides (y-axis) against the iRT values (x-axis) (obtained from the 
Biognosys webseite) and perform a linear fit of the curve. Insert the slope and y-
intercept value into the config file (slope = iRT_m, interception = iRT_t).  

45) If all settings in the config file are specified, press the “Run file” button to start library 
generation. The spectral library file will be saved in the defined output folder. 

 
MS1 and MS2-based quantitation of DIA-QCLMS data using Spectronaut 

The DIA-QCLMS workflow is based on a peptide-centric approach, which uses a spectral 
library to extract MS1 and MS2 information from DIA data. To align different LC-gradients iRT 
peptides are spiked into each sample and used for retention time alignment. 

46) Open the HTRMS converter provided by the Spectronaut software package. Click “Add 
Files” to import DIA files for converting. Press OK to start the process.  

47) Open Spectronaut and set up all modifications that were used during xiSEARCH. To 
do this, navigate to the “Modifications” tab within the “Databases” tab. Click “New” in 
the lower left corner to open a new modification entry. Provide a name for the 
modification, specify the composition, modification site and special ions (if necessary). 
Click “save” or “save as” to save the new entry. 

48) Navigate to the “Analysis” tab and start the wizard by clicking “Set up a DIA Analysis 
from File”. Select the HTRMS files that were generated in step 1 and click open. 
Navigate to “Assign Spectral Library” following “from File” to import the external 
spectral library created by xiDIA-Library. Select “Browse” and search for the desired 
.csv file. The library will be displayed within the wizard as a table. Navigate to the 
column named “cl_residue_pair” and choose “PrecursorComment” from the dropdown 
menu. This step ensures that crosslinked peptides will be assigned to unique residue 
pairs (unique links) in the export table after quantitation. Click “Load”. A new window 
will open to assign synonyms to modifications. Modifications with a red “x” can be 
assigned by dragging the right modification name to the entry. Click “Apply” to finish 
this step. The library will now be associated with the DIA files.  

49) Click “Next” and choose the quantitation settings for your analysis. Example 
parameters for a DIA-QCLMS analysis are shown in Table 4. Note that if decoys are 
not provided in the library, tick “Generate Decoys” in the Identification tab. 
 
Table 4: Example settings for DIA-QCLMS in the Quantification tab. 
 

Parameter Setting 



 

Major (Protein) Grouping by Protein Group Id 

Minor (Peptide) Grouping by Modified Sequence 

Major Group Quantity unticked 

Minor Group Quantity Mean precursor quantity 

Minor Group Top N ticked (Max: 10, Min: 1) 

Quantity MS-Level MS2 (or MS1) 

Quantity Type Area 

Data Filtering Qvalue 

Normalization Strategy  Local Normalization 
 

50) Click “Next”, skip the fasta file selection if no background library (linear peptides) are 
used in the analysis, and set up conditions of the samples in the following tab. Skip the 
gene annotation tab and check the analysis setup in the summary tab before clicking 
“Finish”. Spectronaut will start extracting peptide information and iRT calibration after 
clicking the “Finish” button.  

51) After data extraction, select the “Analysis” tab if not done automatically. Click the right 
mouse button within the window showing the DIA run names to open additional 
options. Navigate to the “Group By” option and select “Protein Group Id”. Crosslinked 
peptides are now grouped according to the “ProteinId” column in the library and are 
displayed in the dropdown menu when clicking the arrow beside the run and protein 
name. 

52) Choose “Qvalue”, “Condition CVs” or other options in the dropdown menu in the lower 
left corner of the window to filter and explore the data. 

53) Click right in the window to open options and save the analysis. 
54) The “Post Analysis” tab will give an overview of some general features and results of 

the analysis. Be aware that not all plots are entirely suitable to represent crosslinking 
data. 

55) Navigate to the “Report” tab to export the data for further processing. Include the 
“FG.Comment” column in the export scheme to show the residue pairs for each 
crosslinked peptide. 

 
Transition from quantified unique crosslinked peptides to residue pairs 

56) Open the quantitation report file in either a spreadsheet application or Python, and 
calculate the median of normalised MS1 and/or MS2 signals of all crosslinked peptides 
(column: “EG_ModifiedSequence”) that support one crosslinked residue pair (column: 
“FG.Comment”). Note: if replica were acquired, calculate the median between replica 
for each crosslinked peptide first, followed by the median per residue pair and 
condition.  

57) The final table should now contain one value for each residue pair and each condition  
 
Processing crosslink quantitation results 



 

Quantification data from crosslinked peptides needs to be consolidated into crosslinked 
residue pairs. It has been shown that alternative proteolytic cleavages and post-crosslinking 
modifications may lead to variations in quantified signal [10]. Therefore, the peak area 
corresponding to a crosslinked residue pair is calculated as the median value of the peak 
areas of all its supporting crosslinked peptide pairs. Contrary to standard proteomics, it is 
beneficial to use all supporting peptides instead of just Top N to calculate the residue pair 
signal [17] and reduce the impact of outliers. However, compared to proteins, crosslinked 
residues are usually supported by fewer peptide features. Therefore, a high reproducibility 
between replicates is needed when quantifying using isotope labelling or label-free 
quantitation. A low coefficient of variation (CV) for replicates implies a reliable quantitation 
results.  

Changes in relative peptide abundance can not only represent actual biological 
changes but also changes as a function of bias and noise. Both bias and noise can lead to 
variability among replica and can affect accuracy and precision of biological conclusions. 
Hence, normalisation of the quantitation data is required to account for variabilities. In 
Spectronaut, two normalisation strategies are available: Central Tendency Normalization 
(Global Normalization) and Local Regression Normalization (Local Normalization). Central 
Tendency Normalization centres peptide abundance ratios around a median, mean or a 
constant to adjust for the effects of independent systematic bias [61]. Local Regression 
Normalization on the other hand, assumes that systematic bias correlates nonlinearly to 
peptide abundance. This nonlinear correlation could result from ion suppression on measured 
abundances, with abundances reaching the detector limit or background (small S/N ratio) [61]. 
After normalisation of crosslinked peptides and calculation of the median value for each unique 
residue pair, statistical analyses are necessary to extract significant changes in crosslink 
abundances over several conditions (protein complex conformations). The ANOVA test can 
be used to analyse differences between the means of unique residue pairs from different 
conditions. Significantly changed residue pairs can be displayed in structures or used for 
modeling purposes. There are different ways to display significantly changing residue pairs. 
To compare two samples or conditions, a volcano plot is an appropriate way to visualise 
significant residue pairs (Fig. 3 b). If there are more than two conditions, a cluster plot or 
heatmap enhances the visualisation of results (Fig. 3 c). Finally, changing residue pairs can 
be displayed directly in pdb structures to point to regions of interest within a protein (Fig. 3 a). 
In this protocol, we also provide example raw files, library and result files that can be used to 
follow the protocol and compare the analysis. Using the provided files, the protocol can be 
started either from the raw files by performing a xiSEARCH for crosslinked peptide 
identification (step 29) or from the library file (HSA_sulfoSDA_xiDIA_library_file.csv) to follow 
the quantitation part (step 46). The “HSA_sulfoSDA_PSMfile_xiFDR1.0.22.46.csv” file can be 
used to follow the protocol after crosslinked peptide identification (step 41 onwards). Results 
after quantitation analysis in Spectronaut are collected in the 
“HSA_sulfoSDA_Spectronaut_Report.xls” file. Note that the results could slightly change 
when using different versions of Spectronaut (check also release notes).  
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Fig. 3: Visualisation examples of significantly changing residue pairs. a: Residue pairs with 
maximum abundance at pH 7 (green) mapped on the structure of human serum albumin (PDB 
accession code 1AO6). b: Residue pairs with maximum abundance at pH 10 (blue) mapped 
on the structure of human serum albumin (PDB accession code 1AO6). c: Volcano plot after 
performing a two sided t-test of triplicate datasets of pH 7 and pH 10 using p-value cutoff of 
0.05 and fold change cutoff of 1 (blue: significantly changing unique residue pairs for pH 10, 
green: significantly changing residue pairs for pH 7, grey: residue pairs that have no significant 
change). d: cluster plot adapted and modified from Müller et al. 2019 [54] showing median 
abundances of URPs and statistically significant shifts as a function of pH (p<0.05)(red: pH 7, 
green: pH 10). 
 
Concluding remarks 
Our DIA-QCLMS workflow ensures high accuracy and precision of quantitation results 
compared to previous workflows. Particularly low coefficients of variation of peak areas 
suggest that even small changes in protein states could be detected by QCLMS [17]. 
Structural changes in proteins can now be monitored across a wide range of environmental 
changes, including pH [54] but presumably also temperature, pressure or concentration. The 
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DIA-QCLMS workflow widens the scope of crosslinking applications and makes the analysis 
of protein complex topologies or protein networks in cellular systems possible. 
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Outlook 

The ability of proteins to change their structure is central in cellular processes. Understanding 

dysfunction of these molecular machines is important to understand diseases. In the 

manuscripts included in this thesis, I provide a user-friendly, comprehensive crosslinking 

quantitation workflow (DIA-QCLMS) that improves reproducibility and accuracy of quantitative 

crosslinking data and enables to study structural dynamics of proteins/ protein complexes. I 

expect these methods to flourish in the crosslinking field as instrument speed improves and 

crosslinking DIA software is enhanced.  

The combination of new acquisition methods such as data-independent acquisition (DIA) and 

sophisticated quantitation software holds great promise for wide scientific applications in 

quantitative crosslinking to study proteins in both physiological and pathological conditions. In 

particular, modelling of protein states requires accurate and highly reproducible data, as any 

missing or irreproducible values may bias the final results. Currently, most of the published 

QCLMS studies use data dependent acquisition (DDA) and analytical efforts are focused on 

single proteins or rather small protein complexes. However, cell-wide dynamics and interaction 

networks of proteins are of high importance. Additionally, environmental influences play a big 

role in cellular systems and thus influence protein structures either directly, or by protein-

protein interaction. So far, protein conformational changes influenced by environmental 

parameters in vitro or in cells are underexplored in quantitative crosslinking. The combination 

of the DIA-QCLMS workflow with photoactivatable crosslinkers will render these 

conformational changes accessible and bring new research questions into the field. Although 

DIA-QCLMS widened the scope of quantitative crosslinking in structural biology, there are still 

open questions on how to normalize or statistically validate quantitative crosslink data correctly 

and how to interpret the outcome in terms of biological meaning. For example, challenges 

remain in correlating changes in crosslink signal intensities with specific structural readouts. 

These questions need to be addressed by the quantitative crosslinking field in order to agree 

on an appropriate data interpretation strategy. In summary, quantitative crosslinking mass 

spectrometry developed into a powerful tool in structural biology, which in the future will widen 

in scope to study whole native cellular systems.  
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